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From Symbols to Embeddings: A Tale of Two Representations
in Computational Social Science
Huimin Chen, Cheng Yang, Xuanming Zhang, Zhiyuan Liu*, Maosong Sun, and Jianbin Jin*
Abstract: Computational Social Science (CSS), aiming at utilizing computational methods to address social
science problems, is a recent emerging and fast-developing field. The study of CSS is data-driven and
significantly benefits from the availability of online user-generated contents and social networks, which contain
rich text and network data for investigation. However, these large-scale and multi-modal data also present
researchers with a great challenge: how to represent data effectively to mine the meanings we want in CSS?
To explore the answer, we give a thorough review of data representations in CSS for both text and network.
Specifically, we summarize existing representations into two schemes, namely symbol-based and embeddingbased representations, and introduce a series of typical methods for each scheme. Afterwards, we present the
applications of the above representations based on the investigation of more than 400 research articles from 6
top venues involved with CSS. From the statistics of these applications, we unearth the strength of each kind
of representations and discover the tendency that embedding-based representations are emerging and obtaining
increasing attention over the last decade. Finally, we discuss several key challenges and open issues for future
directions. This survey aims to provide a deeper understanding and more advisable applications of data
representations for CSS researchers.
Key words: Computational Social Science (CSS); symbol-based representation; embedding-based
representation; social network

1

Introduction

Computational Social Science (CSS) refers to the fields
that utilize computational approaches to model, simulate,
and analyze social phenomena. CSS has received
widespread attention and undergone rapid development
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over the past decade[1, 2]. It now includes numerous subfields, such as computational sociology, computational
politics, and computational communication.
CSS is a data-driven field that was born due to the
accessibility and analyzability of massive amounts of
data[3]. With the fast development of Internet technology
and mobile devices, large-scale multi-modal data have
been produced and digitally recorded, such as friendship
and posts on online social networks, purchase behaviour
on e-commerce websites, and movement trajectories on
mobile devices. These data provide us with an
opportunity to mine meanings in social science directly
and comprehensively from data, which include
discovering the social phenomenon, such as news
framing and public opinion, explaining the phenomena,
and finding the causal relations, etc.
In general, we can summarize the operational
framework of CSS: from data to meanings, as shown in
Fig. 1. Note that the operational process is different from

© The author(s) 2021. The articles published in this open access journal are distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Operational framework in CSS, where SS denotes social science.

the general research flow which can be problem-driven,
followed by the selection of the required data, and then
the identification of the task and the corresponding data
representation. The operational framework we introduce
here focuses on the implementation process of the study.
Specifically, supposing we are conducting research in
CSS, we first need to collect enough relevant data, which
could be text or networks for our study. Afterwards, we
need to transform the data into computationally
processable representations, which are discrete or
continuous numerals. Further, the representations of
data are employed in practical applications, namely
social issues we study. For each application, we
formalize it into one of task prototypes, which
commonly include data description, uncovering
relationships between objects, clustering, classification,
etc. Finally, the desired meaning in social science can be
extracted based on the observation and analysis of the
task results. Notably, the process from data to
representations or representations to task formalizations
usually requires the involvement of machine learning
methods.
In the framework, we can find that the module of
representations is not only the foundation, but also the
key component since the increasing scale of data in CSS
requires more efficient and effective representations.
According to statistics in Ref. [4], there are now nearly
5 billion Internet users worldwide, who post hundreds
of millions of tweets, view thousands of millions of
videos on YouTube, and make billions of searches on the
Google search engine every day. These massive data
present us with a great challenge: how can we, the
researchers in CSS, represent data effectively from such
a large amount of multi-modal data?
Recently, the rapid development of data
representation in computer science has nourished a large
amount of successes both in academia and in

industry[5]. Therefore, in this paper, we provide a
systematic introduction for data representations that are
divided into two schemes: symbol-based and
embedding-based representations, as well as their
existing applications in CSS to explore the effective and
desirable data representations for different types of
applications. We focus on the introduction of two most
commonly used data, namely text and network, since
they not only contain rich meanings but also are harder
to represent, owing to the diverse expressions of text and
complex structures of network.
To summarize, we make the following contributions in
this survey:
• We provide a thorough review of data
representations in two schemes: symbol-based and
embedding-based representations, both for text and
network. Researchers majoring in CSS can obtain a deep
perception of these representations and distinguish them
from each other clearly.
• We conduct a comprehensive survey on the
applications utilizing the above representations, through
investigating more than 400 top-cited articles from 6
representative publications over ten years. Based on the
survey, we summarize the tasks in which each of the two
representations excels, which can prompt the awareness
of their expert areas and make advisable choices between
them.
• We discover the trend that embedding-based
representations are gaining growing attention, based on
the statistics of their applications. This finding can
encourage
the
usage
of
embedding-based
representations in more relevant works and shed light on
the future directions of CSS.
The rest of this survey is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present, in general terms, the definitions
of symbol-based and embedding-based representations,
and the differences between them. Afterwards, we
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meticulously introduce typical methods for constructing
each kind of representations from text to network, in
Sections 3– 6. In Section 7, we revisit the applications
that use these representations and categorize them into
different task prototypes in 6 top venues over past ten
years. Based on the well-organized applications, we
examine the coverage of the two representations and
present their skilled areas in Section 8. In Section 9, we
propose four open problems as well as future directions.
Finally, we conclude the survey in Section 10.

2

A Tale of Two Representations

The representation indicated in this paper is behaved as
computer-processable numerals, transformed from data
in the real world. Each object (e.g., a word or a network
node) in the real world can be assigned with a unique
representation storing its characteristics. With the
representation, we can conduct efficient analyses of
large-scale data. It is the basis for data-driven CSS, since
choosing an appropriate and exquisite representation
will facilitate the subsequent analysis with fewer efforts.
Traditional representations are based on symbols.
Following the definition from Wikipedia (https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symbol), a symbol is “ a mark,
sign, or word that indicates, signifies, or is understood
as representing an idea, object, or relationship”. Hence,
in this article, we identify symbol-based representations
as discrete or continuous numerals which characterize
objects in real-world explicitly and recognizably, such
as language and relationship. It generally relies on the
manual definition from data, which greatly contributes
to the interpretability of CSS. For example, the
representation of a word can be defined as its frequency
in the corpus or sentiment value, while the representation
of a node in the network can be designed as its degree or
centrality.
Though symbol-based representation is explicit and
human-readable, it suffers from several critical issues
(Detailed issues of symbol-based representation are
presented in Section 8). The most immediate
shortcoming lies in heavy human efforts, since symbolbased representation is composed of manually defined
features. To achieve a better performance, features
should be elaborately designed. Besides, due to simple
statistics and shallow combination of features, symbolbased representation usually fails to capture abstract
semantics at a high level[5]. For example, humans can
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identify the similar semantic relation between “king”“queen” and “man” - “woman” , while it is hard to
discover for symbol-based representation.
To overcome these issues, the embedding-based
representation is proposed to encode an object into a lowdimensional continuous vector, with the rapid
development of artificial intelligence and deep learning
methods. The vector is learned automatically by
optimization of a training objective instead of handcrafted features. It is randomly initialized and updated
during the training process just like climbing a mountain
step by step. Once the training is finished, we can use the
learned embeddings as object representations for
downstream tasks. Learning representations in such an
automatic way is very convenient without human efforts.
Moreover, it usually behaves as a complex combination
of shallow features, which can detect the high-level
attributes from data, such as the semantic relation
mentioned above. But a shortcoming is that the
interpretability of learned embeddings is poor, which
means we usually have no idea about the exact meaning
of embedding-based representations in each dimension.
In the following sections, we will introduce these two
representations in detail, and further divide each kind of
representation into text and network, namely symbolbased representations of text and network and
embedding-based representations of text and network.

3

Symbol-Based Text Representation

Text is the earliest and the most common form of data
we use. In linguistics, a word is the smallest unit of text
that can be uttered in isolation with objective or practical
meaning. Phrases, sentences, and documents are all
compositions of words. Therefore, in this section, we
will first introduce the word representation which is the
basis of representing texts. Afterwards, we will delineate
the sentence representation based on symbols. Note that
the representation of a document is similar to a sentence,
since it can be viewed as a longer sentence or multiple
sentences composed together. An illustration of symbolbased text representation is shown in Fig. 2.
3.1

Symbol-based word representation

Existing symbol-based word representations can be
divided into three categories, namely frequency-based,
feature-based, and network-based representations. In the
following, we will introduce each of them in detail.
3.1.1 Frequency-based representation
Frequency is a basic statistic feature of words, reflecting
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An illustration of symbol-based text representation.
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the significance of words in the corpus. Frequency-based
word representation transfers each word into a value or
a vector based on its occurrence in the corpus.
Specifically, it can be categorized into two settings:
Binary representation. Each word is denoted as 0/1
depending on whether it appears in the corpus or not.
Taking the word “times” in the target sentence in Fig. 2
as an example, it is represented with value 1 as it appears
in the corpus, while “time” is represented with value 0
due to absence. Further, each word can also be indicated
as a vector with its dimension size equal to the
vocabulary size, i.e., the number of all words in the
corpus. Each word is assigned with a unique index at first,
then its vector behaves as that all elements are zeros
except the only dimension of its index is one. As shown
in Fig. 2, “times”
is represented as a vector
[0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . ], only the dimension indicating itself is
1. Hence, it is also known as one-hot representation, with
its dimension probably being tremendous if given large
vocabulary size.
Counted representation. Distinguished from binary
representation, each word is expressed based on its
number of occurrences in the corpus. For example, we
can denote “times” as its count: 2, or a vector with the
value in the dimension of its index to be the count:
[0, 0, 0, 0, 2, . . . ]. These two types of representations are
corresponding to the value and vector in the binary
representation, respectively. The difference is that they
introduce information of the word’s occurring number in
this counted representation fashion.
3.1.2 Feature-based representation
Apart from the frequency-based approach, feature-based
representation signifies each word with manual features
defined depending on the research goal. For example, a
word can be represented as a vector composed of its
occurrences with designated words when measuring its
semantics in some specific aspects. It also can be denoted
as a human-defined sentiment value when considering
its sentiment feature, as shown in Fig. 2. The “worst” is
assigned to a sentiment value close to −1, while the “best”
is arranged to be nearly 1.
3.1.3 Network-based representation
Substituting for representing each word directly as a
value or a vector, network-based representation maps
each word into a node in the network, where each edge
between two nodes is established based on defined
relations, such as occurrences or semantic relations. In
the light of the constructed network, we can represent
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each word with its degree, centrality, closeness, and
neighboring nodes, etc. As shown in Fig. 2, each word in
our example corpus is projected into a node in the word
co-occurrence network. This representation manner
allows for better modeling of the characteristics of words
and the complex relationships between words through
utilizing a range of network analysis algorithms.
3.2

Symbol-based sentence representation

Symbol-based sentence representation is usually built
upon word representation and can be separated into two
groups: frequency-based representation and featurebased representation. In this section, we will describe
them in detail.
3.2.1 Frequency-based representation
Frequency-based representation of sentences is
constructed upon raw frequencies of words and phrases,
as well as processed frequencies. As for the way based
on raw frequencies, Bag-of-Words (BOW)[6] and ngram representations[7] are widely utilized, while
representation of normalized frequency and Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)[8]
are commonly used with regard to the way based on
processed frequencies. Below we will present each of
them, using the target sentence in Fig. 2 as an illustrative
example.
BOW. A sentence is represented as the bag of its
words, where word order and grammar are disregarded,
and only word frequency is kept. For example, the bag
of target sentence in Fig. 2 contains 2 “the”, 2 “was”, and
some other words with different numbers, which
compose the representation vector of the target sentence.
We can see that it is a simple representation, which is the
sum of the one-hot representation of each word in the
sentence.
n-gram. Note that the word order information is
disregarded in the BOW representation, resulting in that
the two sentences “Good, not bad” and “Bad, not good”
will have the same representation, though they have
completely different semantic meanings. Therefore, ngram (i.e., n consecutive words in a given sentence)
count instead of word count is proposed. “not bad” and
“not good” are two distinct 2-grams (or bigrams), so that
the semantics of above sentences can be distinguished
through 2-gram representations.
Normalized frequency. Replacing raw frequency,
each sentence is performed as a normalized version of its
raw frequency. Two of the most prevailing
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normalization methods are Min-Max and Z-score
normalization, with the first mapping the value of raw
frequency into the range of [0, 1] and the latter
transferring data into a standard normal distribution.
Through this manner, representations of all sentences
can be transformed into the same order of magnitude,
enabling the comparison between sentences in different
magnitudes, such as measuring semantics similarity
between sentences with quite different lengths. It can
benefit the efficient execution of downstream tasks as
well.
TF-IDF. Frequencies of word and n-gram are the only
considered features in the above representations.
However, we can see that words with the most
frequencies are not always the most important. For
instance, “a”, “an”, and “the” are all frequent words but
usually without substantial meaning. Therefore, TF-IDF
representation is proposed to further consider the
document frequency, which is inspired by that a term’s
importance will decrease with the number of documents
where it appears. Specifically, each value in BOW or ngram representation is replaced with
tf − idf(w, d) = tf(w, d) × idf(w, D)

(1)

where tf(w, d) denotes frequency of the term w in
document d and idf(w, D) is inverse document frequency
of the term w in corpus D . It keeps a balance between the
term frequency in a sentence and the document
frequency of the term in a corpus. Through the
processing of raw frequency, TF-IDF representation can
re-weight words and catch the important ones of a
sentence or a document.
3.2.2 Feature-based representation
Feature-based representation is the most commonly
utilized symbol-based sentence representation. It relies
on artificially defined features, which can be divided into
three main categories: lexical features, syntactic features,
and dictionary-based features. The first two are based on
features extracted from the text itself, and the last one
depends on external dictionaries to obtain features. We
then describe them in detail.
Lexical features. Specific words are distilled from the
text as features, such as adjectives, adverbs, emoticons,
and hashtags, which are informative lexicon features for
downstream tasks. For example, adjectives and
emoticons are central features for psychological studies,
and verbs and nouns are particularly important when we
intend to unearth topics from text.

Syntactic features. Each sentence is equipped with a
specific syntactic structure, which also plays a crucial
role in the semantics of the sentence. For example, as for
the sentence “freedom is dearer than life”, its syntactic
structure can inform that “freedom” is the nominal
subject of “dearer” rather than “life”, providing the key
information of semantics. Hence, syntactic features of
the sentence are prevailingly extracted, using syntactic
analysis (i.e., parsing) or manual designed rules, such as
polarity shifts due to connectors and negations. Syntactic
analysis is generally divided into constituency parsing
and dependency parsing, with the former concentrating
on breaking sentences into sub-components, such as subphrases, and the latter focusing on word connections
based on their grammatical relations. Constituency
parsing of part of the target sentence is shown in Fig. 2.
Dictionary-based features. Different from the above
two kinds of features, dictionary-based features are
recognized in the light of human-constructed
dictionaries, such as Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC)[9] and Language assessment by Mechanical
Turk (labMT)[10]. Among these dictionaries, LIWC is
the most widely adopted, where each word falls into
several pre-defined dimensions, such as linguistic (e.g.,
person pronouns and conjunctions), psychological
(e.g., anger and anxiety), cognitive dimension (e.g.,
insight and causation). It is worth mentioning that the
difference from the lexical features lies in that dictionarybased features assimilate knowledge and wisdom
summarized and accumulated in previous studies.
Supposing there are two dimensions of words in a
dictionary, i.e., positive and negative words, the target
sentence can be represented in a two-dimensional vector
[1, 1], with the first dimension indicating one positive
word “best” and the second denoting one negative word
“worst” occurring in the sentence, as shown in Fig. 2.

4

Symbol-Based Network Representation

A network (or graph) contains a set of objects and their
relationships. An object is usually represented by a node
(or vertex), and the relationship between two objects is
represented by an edge between corresponding nodes.
An edge can be directed to indicate an asymmetric
relationship, weighted to emphasize the strength of a
relationship, signed to represent a relationship is positive
or negative, and etc. Most work will use adjacency list
or adjacency matrix as the basic representations of a
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network. Then they will employ statistics or specialized
modeling to build high-level representations.
4.1

Basic representations

Now we will start by presenting two basic
representations of networks.
4.1.1 Adjacency list
Adjacency list is a collection of unordered lists where
each list describes the set of neighbors of a node in the
network. Taking the triangle structure in Fig. 3 as an
example, the corresponding adjacency list contains three
lists: a : {b, c}, b : {a, c}, and c : {a, b}. The adjacency list
representation can record all edges in a space-efficient
manner and be suitable to describe an (un)directed graph
structure.
4.1.2 Adjacency matrix
Adjacency matrix is a square matrix whose dimension
equals to the number of vertices. Each element of the
adjacency matrix indicates a directed edge between the
corresponding nodes. The adjacency matrix
representation of Fig. 3 is


 0 1 1 


 1 0 1  .
1 1 0

The adjacency matrix representation can be used to
describe (un)directed/weighted/signed graph structures
by changing the ones to real-valued weights or signs.
We can efficiently check whether two specific nodes are
connected using the adjacency matrix representation.
However, real-world networks are usually sparse, which
means most elements in an adjacency matrix are zeros.
The storage usage of an adjacency matrix is proportional
to the square of the number of vertices, which is not
space-efficient compared with the adjacency list
representation.
4.2

Statistics on a network

The aforementioned adjacency list and matrix can
faithfully record the structure of a network. However, in
many scenarios, we need to extract features from a
network, e.g., by statistics. We classify the statistics on

a network into node/edge-based statistics and subgraphbased statistics.
4.2.1 Node/edge-based statistics
Note that node/edge-based statistics are not necessarily
used to represent a node or an edge. For example, node
degree can be used to represent a node, while average
degree characterizes the entire network. To characterize
and represent a network (or subgraph), we can calculate
the size of a network (the number of nodes and edges),
average degree, edge density (the ratio of the number of
edges to the number of possible edges), etc. In fact, such
statistics are widely used to describe the datasets.
In general, employing statistics to represent nodes is
more common and useful in the studies of CSS because
they usually need to model the behaviours or properties
of individuals in a large (social) network. On one hand,
the simplest statistics directly come from a node’s
behaviours or features, e.g., the number of a Facebook
user (node)’s posts. On the other hand, the statistic-based
representation can also come from a node’s
neighborhood structure. We will take local cluster
coefficient as an illustrative example: As shown in Fig. 4,
the local clustering coefficient of a node identifies the
local density, and is defined by the proportion of the
number of links between its neighbors divided by the
number of links that could possibly exist between them.
In addition, the statistics are also possible to be a mixture
of node behaviours and network structure, e.g., the
number of likes obtained from one’s friends in an online
social network.
4.2.2 Subgraph-based statistics
Subgraph-based statistics can be further categorized into
cluster-based and motif-based.
A cluster in a network contains a group of nodes with
dense connections or similar characteristics. Clusters in
a network can be either overlapped or disjoint. A cluster
is also referred to as a community in many scenarios. The
cluster assignment of a node can be used as its cluster-

(a) Cluster coefficient=1

Fig. 3

An example network for illustration.
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Fig. 4

(b) Cluster coefficient=1/3

An example of cluster coefficient.
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based representation, as shown in Fig. 5. Besides, clusterbased indices can be used to characterize the whole
network as well. For example, modularity measures the
strength that a network is divided into clusters: the
fraction of the edges within the clusters minus the
expected fraction if edges are randomly distributed. A
larger modularity indicates dense connections within
clusters and sparse connections between different

clusters.
On the other hand, motifs, which are defined as
recurrent and statistically significant subgraphs or
patterns, are much smaller than communities, e.g., a
triangle made up of 3 nodes or a square made up of 4
nodes. The frequencies of motifs are widely used as
motif-based statistics. As shown in Fig. 5, we can count
the numbers of appearances of triangles and squares to
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An illustration of symbol-based network representation.
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represent the entire network. In addition, the global
cluster coefficient, which is calculated as the proportion
of the number of closed triplets (i.e., triangles) divided
by the number of all triplets (either closed or not), can
give an indication of the clustering in the whole network.
4.3

Centrality indicators

To characterize the properties of nodes in a network,
there exist various of indicators ranging from simple
statistics to designed indices. Among all such predefined or manually designed indicators, centrality
indicators, which measure the importance of each node
in a network, are the most widely used ones and thus we
put them into a separate subsection.
Node degree, i.e., the number of edges connected to a
node, is the simplest centrality indicator. Intuitively, a
node with a larger degree will have a larger impact on the
network. Besides, closeness centrality of a node
measures the average length of the shortest path between
the node and all other nodes in the network. Hence, a
node with smaller closeness centrality will be closer to
all other nodes and thus be more central. Betweenness
centrality counts the number of times a node acts as a
bridge along the shortest path between two other nodes.
A node with larger betweenness centrality will probably
control the information flow or communications in the
network. Figure 6
shows the nodes with best
degree/closeness/betweenness centrality. There are also
many other centrality indicators, such as eigenvector and
PageRank, and readers are encouraged to learn more
about them if interested (https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Centrality).
4.4

Specialized modeling

Real-world interaction systems are quite sophisticated
and thus motivate many case-by-case representations of
networks. Depending on how complicated a network
representation is, we roughly divide them into designed

Fig. 6

An example of centrality indicators.
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index and probabilistic model.
Designed indices are usually a heuristic combination
of multiple simple factors. For example, if we want to
quantify how good a person works in a collaboration
network, we can compute the weighted sum of his/her
scores of error rate, decision time, and peer evaluation.
In detail, the score of decision time could be an
exponentially time-decayed function. In contrast,
probabilistic models are much more complicated.
Besides the probabilistic modeling among a number of
variables, differential equations are also widely used to
characterize the dynamics in a network. In all, both
designed index and probabilistic model are usually more
complicated than previously mentioned simple statistics
and highly specialized for a given problem.

5

Embedding-Based Text Representation

Since text consists of multi-grained units as mentioned
in Section 3: from words to sentences, embedding-based
text representation also follows the same composition
principle. In this section, we will introduce the most
widely used method to learn the embedding-based
representation of words and sentences, respectively. An
illustrative demonstration is shown in Fig. 7.
5.1

Embedding-based word representation

Approaches of learning embedding-based word
representation aim to embed each word into a lowdimensional and dense vector, and require that closer
distance between two vectors in the space denotes more
similar semantics between the corresponding words.
The intuition behind these approaches is simple: words
sharing similar contexts should have similar word
embeddings. For instance, the word “apple” and
“banana” will probably both appear in the context “I like
eating xxx” or “xxx trees” from a large corpus, and thus
should have similar word vectors. Existing methods fall
into two main groups, namely count-based models and
prediction-based models[11]. Next, we present each of
them, respectively.
5.1.1 Count-based models
Count-based
models
establish
distributional
representations of words upon co-occurrence counting.
A primary branch of these models works on
transforming the co-occurrence matrix of words into a
reduced space, with matrix factorization techniques,
such as singular value decomposition (e.g., Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA)[12]) or weighted least-squares
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Fig. 7

An illustration of embedding-based representation of text.

regression (e.g., Global Vectors for word representation
(GloVe)[13]). A brief example of LSA is shown in Fig. 8.
Another branch of count-based models is Random
Indexing (RI)[14], which learns distributional
representation by assigning a randomly initialized vector
to each word, and then gradually updating the vector
according to the co-occurring contexts. It overcomes the
difficulty of LSA by precluding expensive preprocessing of huge word-document matrices.
5.1.2 Prediction-based models
Prediction-based models aim to create low-dimensional
distributional representations through optimization of

the probability that predicts a target word based on
contexts or predicts the contexts of a target word. Word2
vec[15] is one of the most popular toolkits of predictionbased model proposed by Google in 2013, which can
efficiently learn word embeddings from a large corpus.
It is equipped with two model variants: Continuous BagOf-Words (CBOW) and Skip-Gram.
CBOW optimizes a training objective of predicting a
target word given its context words. As shown in Fig. 9,
CBOW predicts the center word given a window of
context with the window size l. The window size l is a
hyper-parameter to be tuned.
Formally, CBOW predicts the probability of the i-th
word wi in the corpus, given its contexts of window size l,
Pr(wi |wi−l . . . wi−1 , wi+1 . . . wi+l ) =
∑
w j ))

softmax(Mc (

(2)

j:| j−i|l, j,i

Fig. 8

An example of count-based model LSA.

where softmax() is a normalization function that ensures
the sum of the components of the output vector equals to
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Ls =

∑

∑

i

j:| j−i|⩽l, j,i
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P(w j |wi )

(5)

Word2vec further employs hierarchical softmax[16]
and negative sampling[17] to speed up the computation
process.
Though the algorithms differ, empirical results show
that count-based models, such as GloVe, and predictionbased models, such as CBOW, perform comparably on
semantic similarity and downstream tasks with certain
system designs and optimized hyperparameters[18].
Hence, we uniformly refer to them as word embeddingbased representations.
5.2
Fig. 9

Architecture of CBOW model.

1, wi is the word vector of word wi, Mc is the weight
matrix in R|V|×m , V indicates the vocabulary, and m is the

dimension of word vectors. Then CBOW is optimized
by maximizing the log likelihood,
Lc =

∑

log Pr(wi |wi−l . . . wi−1 , wi+1 . . . wi+l )

(3)

i

Skip-Gram aims to predict the context words given
a center one, as shown in Fig. 10. Formally, given a word
wi , Skip-Gram predicts each word w j (| j − i| ⩽l, j , i) in its
context,
Pr(w j |wi ) = softmax(M s wi )

(4)

where M s is the weight matrix. The optimization
objective is defined as

Fig. 10

Architecture of Skip-Gram model.

Embedding-based sentence representation

Similar to word embedding, embedding-based sentence
representation is also formed as a continuous and dense
vector with rich semantic meanings. There are two main
series of methods to learn the sentence representation:
one is based on topic models, another is based on neural
network models. Below we present each of them in detail.
5.2.1 Topic model-based representation
Topic models seek to represent a sentence (document)
as a distribution of a series of topics, based on two
assumptions: each document contains multiple topics;
each topic contains multiple words. Here, we describe
the most typical topic models, including LSA, Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)[19], and Structural Topic
Model (STM)[20].
LSA is one of the basic techniques for topic modeling,
of which the core idea is to decompose the documentword matrix into independent document-topic matrices
and topic-word matrices. Then each row vector in the
document-topic matrix can be used to represent the
corresponding document. However, the meaning of each
dimension (i.e., topic) in the row vector is vague to us,
though we can measure the similarity between two
documents by calculating cosine similarity between two
row vectors.
LDA is the most widely used topic model and a
member of the probabilistic graphical model. It
introduces a probabilistic interpretation to the basic LSA
through a generative model. Here we introduce the basic
generative process of LDA, as shown in Fig. 11.
(1) For each document d , randomly choose a topic
distribution θd over K topics from the prior Dirichlet
distribution with hyperparameters α.
(2) For each word wd,n in the document,
• randomly sample a topic zd,n from the topic
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Architecture of graphical model for LDA.

distribution θd ;
• randomly choose a word distribution βzd,n of topic
zd,n over N words, from another prior Dirichlet
distribution with hyperparameters η;
• randomly sample the word wd,n from the word
distribution ϕd,n.
Through this process, each document can be granted
a representation (i.e., θd ) denoting the distribution over
topics, with each topic assigned a probability
distribution (i.e., βzd,n ) over words. With the help of topicword distribution, we can further capture the keywords
of each topic and elucidate the meaning of each topic.
STM further extends LDA to account for meta-data of
text, since documents usually entail time, geographic
location, author, title, and other additional information.
These can be formalized as covariates in the topic model,
so that each document can have its own prior
distributions over topics and words depending on its
covariates. This approach is widely used in CSS owing
to the consideration of environmental variances of
documents.
5.2.2 Neural-based representation
Neural-based representation is learned from neural
network models, which are constructed based on a
collection of connected artificial neurons inspired by the
biological brain. These neurons are connected by edges
with different weights which can be learned from the
training process. The training process is operated by
processing instances, each of which contains a given
“input” and “output” . Once training begins, neural
network models will update their weighted associations
to bridge the gap between inputs and outputs. At the end
of the training process, the sentence representation will
be refined automatically without manual design.
Besides, the sentence representation based on neural
network models can capture the complex internal
structures of sentences owning to the flexible
connections of neurons, such as sequential, hierarchical, and tree structures, which are essential for
understanding sentences. Furthermore, neural network
models allow us to imitate the cognitive mechanisms of
the human brain, such as working memory[21] and

attention mechanism[22], to construct sentence
representation.
In the following, we will introduce the most popular
used neural network models for learning embeddingbased sentence representation, including Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN), and Transformer.
CNN learns the sentence representation by two
layers[23]: a convolution layer and a pooling layer, as
shown in Fig. 12 . The convolution layer extracts local
features of the inputted sentence through multiple
different filters. Formally, it behaves as a matrix
multiplication between a convolution matrix and a
sequence of word vectors in a sliding window centered
on each word in the sentence. Afterwards, the pooling
layer merges all local features to obtain a fixed-sized
representation, with the max-pooling and mean-pooling
layers most commonly used. These two layers can be
represented as
hc = Pooling[ f (Wc · xi + bc )]

(6)

where Wc denotes the convolution matrix, “Pooling”
indicates the pooling layer, xi denotes the concatenation
of word representations in the subsequence centered on
the i-th word, f () and bc indicate a non-linear function
and a bias vector in the convolution layer, respectively,
and hc is the final sentence representation obtained from
CNN model.
To sum up, CNN adopts the convolutional layer so that
it can focus on the sentence’s local features and

Fig. 12

Architecture of CNN.
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effectively reduce the parameters of the model. Besides,
the utilization of the pooling layer endows the sentence
representation with translational invariance to features,
making it more robust to positions of local features.
RNN models the sequential structure of sentence
through
continuously
accumulating
previous
[24]
information of sentence , namely hidden states.
Formally, as shown in Fig. 13, in each time step t, the
hidden state ht is dependent on the previous hidden state
ht−1 and the present word representation wt. It can be
represented as
ht = f (Wr1 ht−1 + Wr2 wt + br )

(7)

where Wr1 and Wr2 are weighted matrices, and br is bias
vector. The representation of the sentence can be defined
as the final hidden state hN , with N denoted as the length
of the sentence. Several extended versions of RNN
model have been proposed and applied to sentence
modeling, such as Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)[25] and
Long Short-Term Memory network (LSTM)[26], with an
extra gating mechanism.
Owing to the portrait of sequential structure in text, the
representation learned by RNN is more sensitive to the
word and phrase order in a sentence, which is crucial for
semantic caption.
Transformer is a deep neural network proposed by
Vaswani et al.[27], which alleviates two issues of RNN
model: one is the long-distance dependence problem
which means previous information will be depleted for
a long sentence, another is the incapability of parallel
training due to the sequential modeling. Instead of the
sequential dependence, Transformer proposes a multihead self-attention mechanism to directly connect the
hidden state in each time step, as shown in Fig. 14, which
can store the information of a sentence in all positions
equally and be trained in parallel. Meanwhile, the multihead mechanism can also attend to information from
different vector sub-spaces. Based on this architecture,

Fig. 13

Architecture of RNN.

Fig. 14 Multi-head attention mechanism of Transformer. V ,
K , and Q denote value, key, and query in the attention
mechanism, respectively.

a series of pre-trained language models have been
developed, with Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT)[28] and Generative PreTraining (GPT)[29] as the most representative models.
They have achieved state-of-the-art performance on
numerous Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks.

6

Embedding-Based Network Representation

Network embedding has attracted much attention in
deep learning and data mining areas since DeepWalk[30]
was proposed in 2014. Before that, matrix factorizationbased methods were widely adopted to project nodes in
a network into real-valued vectors. In this section, we
classify embedding-based network representation
methods into matrix factorization-based and neuralbased ones, as shown in Fig. 15.
6.1

Matrix factorization based methods

Matrix factorization based methods usually set up an
optimization objective, which can be reformalized in
matrix form, and then solve the optimization by
eigenvector decomposition. We will introduce
Laplacian Eigenmap[31] as a representative of these
methods.
Given graph G = (V, E), where V is the vertex set and
E is the edge set, Laplacian Eigenmap[31] aimed to
minimize the sum of the distances of all connected nodes,
where the distance between two nodes is measured by
Euclidean distance of their embeddings,
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G

Fig. 15

∑

An illustration of embedding-based network representation.

∥vi − v j ∥2

(8)

(vi ,v j )∈E

where vi is the embedding of vertex vi .
Assume that R is a |V|-by-d matrix, where the i-th row
of R is the d -dimensional embedding vi of node vi .
Laplacian Eigenmap added a constraint to avoid the
trivial all-zero solution,
RT DR = Id

(9)

where D is the |V|-by-|V| degree matrix, Dii is the degree
of node vi , and Id is the d -by-d identity matrix. Then the
optimal solution of R is proved to be the eigenvectors
with d smallest nonzero eigenvalues of Laplacian matrix
L , i.e., the difference of diagonal matrix D and adjacency
matrix A.
During the last decade, gradient descent techniques are
also used to solve the optimization problem in matrix
factorization instead of eigenvector decomposition,
especially when the close-form solution does not exist.
Gradient descent techniques make it easier to train
matrix factorization-based methods and help this line of
work get popular. By the way, the topic model
introduced in sentence embedding methods can also be

viewed as a general factorization process of the
document-word cooccurrence matrix.
6.2

Neural-based methods

Neural-based methods can take advantage of neural
networks as well as deep learning techniques to build
their optimization objectives. Their model could be deep
or non-linear, and thus more flexible than the matrix
factorization-based ones. Therefore, neural-based
methods have become the mainstream for learning
network embeddings in recent years. We further
categorize relevant methods into shallow neural network
based and graph neural network based ones.
6.2.1 Shallow neural network based methods
Now we will first introduce three popular unsupervised
network embedding algorithms, i.e., DeepWalk, node2v
ec, and LINE. Then we will briefly illustrate the idea of
graph neural networks, a powerful neural architecture to
encode structural information and feasible for
supervised or semi-supervised end-to-end training.
DeepWalk. Inspired by the great success of
word2vec[15], as shown in Table 1, DeepWalk[30] makes
an analogy between word/sentence and node/random
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Table 1
Method
Word2Vec
DeepWalk

1


,



p




α pq (t, x) = 
1,




1



 ,
q

Analogy between word2vec and DeepWalk.
Object
Word
Node

Input
Sentence
Random walk

Output
Word embedding
Node embedding

walk, and adopts word2vec algorithm for learning node
embeddings. The intuition behind is that node frequency
in short random walks and word frequency in documents
both follow power law.
Formally, a random walk (v1 , v2 , . . . , vi ) is a node
sequence started from node v1, and each node vk is
randomly selected from the neighbors of node vk−1.
Random walks have been used in many network analysis
tasks, such as similarity measurement[32] and
community detection[33]. Therefore, the structural
information can be encoded into sampled random walks.
Then DeepWalk treats sampled random walks as
sentences from a text corpus, and employs Skip-Gram
and hierarchical softmax model for learning node
embeddings. The overall objective function can be
obtained by summing up every node in every sampled
random walk.
By preserving structural information in learned node
embeddings, DeepWalk outperforms traditional symbolbased representations, such as adjacency matrix, on both
efficiency and effectiveness by alleviating the
computation and sparsity issues. Besides, compared
with the adjacency matrix, random walks can better
characterize the network structure by capturing the
similarity between the nodes that are not directly
connected. Thus we can achieve better performance on
downstream tasks with more structural information
provided.
Node2vec. Note that DeepWalk generates random
walks by choosing the next node from a uniform
distribution.
Node2vec[34]
further
generalizes
DeepWalk with Breadth-First Search (BFS) and DepthFirst Search (DFS) on random walks. Specifically, node2
vec proposes a neighborhood sampling strategy for
generating random walks and can smoothly interpolate
between BFS (microscopic local neighborhoods) and
DFS (macroscopic community information).
Formally, given a random walk arriving at node v
through edge (t, v) , node2vec defines the unnormalized
transition probability of edge (v, x) for next walk step as
πvx = α pq (t, x), where
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if dtx = 0;
if dtx = 1;

(10)

if dtx = 2

and dtx denotes the shortest path distance between node
t and x. p and q are controlling hyper-parameters: a small
p will increase the probability of revisiting and restrict
the random walk in a local neighborhood, while a small
q will encourage the random walk to move to distant
nodes. The operations of node2vec after the generation
of random walks are the same as DeepWalk.
LINE. LINE[35] parameterizes first-order and secondorder proximities between vertices for learning network
embeddings. The first-order proximity denotes nodes,
that are directly connected, and second-order proximity
represents nodes that share common neighbors.
Formally, LINE models the first-order proximity
between node vi and v j as the probability,
p1 (vi , v j ) =

1
1 + exp(−vi · v j )

(11)

The target probability is defined as the weighted
average p̂1 (vi , v j ) = wi j

/∑

(vi ,v j )∈E

wi j , where wi j is the

edge weight. The optimization objective is to minimize
the distance between parameterized probability p1 and
target probability p̂1,
L1 = DKL ( p̂1 || p1 )

(12)

where DKL (· || ·) is the KL-divergence between two
probability distributions.
For modeling the second-order proximity, the
probability that node v j appears in vi's context (i.e., v j is
a neighbor of vi ) is parameterized as
exp(c j · vi )
p2 (v j |vi ) = ∑|V|
exp(c j · vi )

(13)

k=1

where c j is the context embedding of node v j . Given two
nodes sharing many common neighbors, their
embeddings will have large inner products with the
context embeddings of common neighbors. Therefore,
their embeddings will be similar and thus can capture the
second-order proximity.
Similar to Eq. (12), the target probability is defined as
p̂2 (v j |vi ) = wi j

to minimize

/∑

k

wik , and the optimization objective is
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L2 =

∑∑
i

wik DKL ( pˆ2 (·, vi ) || p2 (·, vi ))

(14)

k

The first-order and second-order proximity
embeddings are learned independently. After the
training phase, we can concatenate them as node
embeddings.
6.2.2 Graph neural network based methods
Graph Neural Network (GNN) can be seen as a special
kind of convolutional neural network that operates on
graphs. There are three common points between GNN
and CNN: local connection, shared weights, and multilayer architectures. Each sliding window in a CNN
becomes the enumeration of every node’s neighborhood
in a GNN, i.e., a node and all its neighbors. Therefore, in
each layer of GNN, every node will update its
embedding by aggregating the embeddings of its
neighbors as well as itself in the previous layer. Weight
matrices and non-linear functions are also employed in
the update process. Taking one of the most widely used
GNN architectures, Graph Convolutional Neural
network (GCN)[36], as an example, the update rule in the
t-th layer of GCN can be formalized as
H(t) = f ( D− 2 A D− 2 H(t−1)W (t) )
1

1

(15)

H(t)

where matrix
indicates the embeddings of all the
nodes in a network, D is the degree matrix, A is the
adjacency matrix with self-loops, and W (t) is the trainable
weight matrix in the t-th layer. The output embeddings
can be directly fed into classifiers for an end-to-end
training process.

7

Applications in Computational Social
Science

Computational social science has received widespread
attention after decades of development. As a typical interdisciplinary area, it is involved in multifarious
disciplines, including not only five primary subdisciplines of traditional social science, namely
sociology, anthropology, psychology, politics, and
economics, but also other disciplines of humanities, such
as linguistics, communication, and geography. Hence,
we choose three of the most cited and prestigious
multidisciplinary academic journals: Nature (We only
choose the articles in the social science subject of
Nature as candidate pool to ensure the relevance),
S cience (Articles in the main journal and the sub-journal
are
considered
to
ensure
S cienceAdvances

representativeness and relevance as well), and PNAS
(Papers from its social science category are examined,
of which the link is https://www.pnas.org/category/
social-sciences), to investigate the applications of
symbol-based and embedding-based representations in
CSS in recent ten years (2011–2020). Specifically, we
first sort published papers in these journals by the
number of citations in each year (The number of citations
is crawled from Bing search engine), since we believe
the number of citations is an important indicator of the
influence and representativeness of an article.
Afterwards, top-cited papers, utilizing one or more types
of symbol-based or embedding-based representations in
CSS each year, are selected for our survey. Note that
referring to the number of citations of papers published
in recent years (i.e., 2019 and 2020) makes less sense,
therefore we list all relevant papers in 2019 and 2020 for
our analysis.
Since CSS is a highly intertwined discipline between
social science and computer science, we further examine
the number of applications using these two
representations in computer science. We select 3 top
conferences closely related to CSS in computer science,
namely ACL (Association for Computational
Linguistics), WWW (International World Wide Web
Conference), and KDD (International Conference on
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining), involving the
research areas of natural language processing, data
mining, and network analysis. We follow the similar
settings in the above three journals and choose top-cited
papers each year between 2011 and 2020 for text and
network.
Considering the comprehensiveness of the audience
and the diversity of the topics, we highlight the
representative applications in three journals in the main
text. An overview of all the applications in all three
journals and three top conferences is presented in the
Appendix.
In this section, we first formalize the main tasks
utilizing text and network data in CSS. Afterwards, we
group the applications following their task
formalizations, and present how existing studies utilize
symbol-based and embedding-based representations to
serve these tasks, in order from symbols to embeddings,
and texts to networks. At last, we further summarize and
compare the advantages and disadvantages between
these two kinds of representations according to their
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applications.
7.1

Task formalization

In spite of the explosive growth in research topics,
applications employing text and network data in CSS can
be summarized mainly in eight prototypical tasks, i.e.,
description,
relation,
similarity,
clustering,
classification, regression, language model, and ranking.
A simple illustration of these formalized tasks is shown
in Fig. 16 . In the following, we will give explicit
definitions of them, respectively.
Description denotes quantitative depiction of
characteristics of data, including frequency, distribution,
etc. Distinguished from inferential statistics, it is a direct
summarization of the observed data, while inferential
statistics aims to infer the properties of a larger
population based on the analysis of observed data.
Relation aims to measure the relationship between
two variables, with correlation and causality as the most
typical relationships. Given certain circumstances, one
variable changes, another variable also moves, then
these two variables are correlated. Causality can be
regarded as a kind of continuous and stable correlation,
regardless of whether other variables exist and how they
change.
Similarity aims to measure if two objects have similar
characteristics, such as semantics, sentiment, or styles.
From the technical perspective, this task is the basis for
many other tasks, such as clustering and classification.
Clustering is to group a set of objects, so that objects

in the same group (i.e., cluster) are more similar than
objects in other groups. Note that it automatically
explores the features of different categories existing in
data, without requirement of the specific definition of
each category.
Classification focuses on classifying each object into
one or multiple specific categories in line with its
properties. Different from clustering, these categories
are manually defined in advance.
Regression is similar to the classification task, with
the difference existing in that regression that focuses on
predicting a continuous target for each object, rather than
a discrete category.
Language model is a unique task for text analysis,
which calculates the probability distribution over
sequences of words. It is generally implemented by
calculating the conditional probability of a word given
its context. Taking the word sequence {‘I’, ‘love’, ‘my’,
‘mother’} in Fig. 16 as an example, it behaves as
P(‘I’, ‘love’, ‘my’, ‘mother’) = P(‘I’)×
P(‘love’|‘I’) × · · · × P(‘mother’|‘I’, ‘love’, ‘my’)

(16)

where P(‘mother’|‘I’, ‘love’, ‘my’) denotes the conditional
probability of predicting word ‘mother’, given words in
the previous context subsequence {‘I’, ‘love’, ‘my’}.
Ranking is a task mainly for network analysis, aiming
to find out the most important or influential nodes in a
network. In other words, we need to score the nodes and
rank them for our purpose.
Based on the above task formalizations in CSS, we can
gain an overview of the scenarios in which symbol-based

Frequence
f

Fig. 16
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A simple illustration of eight prototypical tasks.
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and embedding-based representations can be applied, to
further consider which type of tasks they are expert in.
7.2

Applications
representation

of

symbol-based

text

As a traditional way, symbol-based representation has
been widely applied in CSS over the past decade when
analyzing text data. In this section, we sort out the
applications according to the type (i.e., word or sentence)
of representations they employ and prototypical tasks
they are formalized into. Top half of Table 2 lists the
sorted applications using symbol-based text
representations.
7.2.1 Applications
of
symbol-based
word
representation
Symbol-based word representation is mainly applied to
the task forms of description, relation, similarity,
clustering, with a few in classification and regression.
Description. Symbol-based word representation is
extensively used for description, especially frequencybased word representation, owing to its intuitiveness and
interpretability.
Researchers usually define specific words as
representatives of an abstract concept, such as culture,
linguistic grammar, and sentiment, and demonstrate the
development and variations of the concept by observing
their frequency changes across time and space. Michel
et al.[38] tracked the words expressing time, such as
“1880” and “1973” in millions of digitized books from
1800 to 2000, and found that people forget past faster as
time goes by, with “1973” declined to half its peak three
times faster than “1880”. Similarly, it also found that we
absorb the technology faster than before with words of
the invention widespread more rapidly. Yang[37] counted
Table 2

the frequency of two determiners “a” and “an” paired
with nouns in the data where young children learn
American English, respectively, and calculated the
empirical probabilities of nouns co-occurring with these
two determiners. Compared with expected probabilities,
it discovered that young children’s language is equipped
with a productive grammar rather than memorization of
caregivers’ speech. Lupia et al.[40] calculated the most
distinguished words co-occurring with the “National
Science Foundation” or “NSF” between the Republicans
and Democrats according to the count of words, and
further found their different concerns for NSF.
Bruch and Newman[39], Sheshadri and Singh[41], and
Golder and Macy[42] all extracted sentiment words from
the corpus, and regarded the frequency of them as the
indication of individuals' mood or the framing polarity
of news.
Outside of frequency-based word representation,
feature-based representation is also applied to the task
of description, although it generally requires a large
amount of manual effort. Dodds et al.[10] manually
labeled happiness value of 10 000 most common words
in 10 languages, and derived that a universal positive bias
exists in natural language through observing the
distributions of happiness scores across different
languages.
Relation. Symbol-based word representation is also
frequently utilized to investigate the relationship
between two variables, including the correlation and
causality. Alanyali et al.[43] counted the frequency of a
company’s mentions in the news, and discovered a
positive correlation between the frequency and its daily
transaction volume.

Applications of symbol-based and embedding-based text representations.
Task

Representation

Word
Symbol
Sentence

Description

Relation

Frequency-based
Feature-based
Network-based
Frequency-based

[37−42]
[10]

[41, 43]
[10]

[50, 51]

[51]

Feature-based

[55−57]

[58]

Word
embedding-based
Embedding
Topic model-based
Sentence
Neural-based

Similarity

Language
model

[44]
[45−47]

Word

Clustering Classification Regression

[47, 48]

[59−62]

[49]
[51−53]
[45, 49, 58,
60, 63−67]

[54]
[40]

[68−70]
[40, 71]

[72]

[72−74]
[41]

[75, 76]

[51, 77]
[78−80]

[79]
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Dodds et al.[10] examined how the happiness scores of
words vary across 10 languages and found a strong
correlation between any two languages. Apart from the
relationship of correlation, Sheshadri and Singh[41]
investigated the causality of negative polarity of news
framing and public approval, as well as legislation,
where the polarity is represented by the frequency of
negative sentiment words.
Similarity. Symbol-based word representation can be
applied in the task of calculating the similarity between
objects, where the main method is based on networkbased word representation. Researchers can use network
analysis methods to calculate the similarity between two
networks’ structures or two nodes in a network. Stella et
al.[45] built two networks according to hashtag cooccurrences of two polarized groups on Twitter, and
calculated the consistency of common nodes in two
networks to reveal semantic similarity of two polarized
groups. Different from using consistency to calculate
similarity, Ramiro et al.[46] defined semantic similarity
of a word’s two senses based on their conceptual
proximity in the network, which was constructed
following the taxonomic hierarchy structure of a word
form-sense dictionary. It demonstrates that a word
extends its senses mainly through a nearest-neighbor
chain based on the above similarity. Jackson et al.[47]
constructed colexification networks of 24 emotion
concepts across 2474 spoken languages, and further used
Adjusted Rand Indices (ARIs) to quantify the similarity
of two networks’ structures. Depending on the similarity
calculation, it revealed the significant difference of
emotion semantics across different language families.
Clustering. Since the task of clustering is principally
based on the calculation of similarity, it also commonly
applies network-based word representations. We can
implement clustering of words by network analysis
algorithms, such as community detection. Rule et al.[48]
constructed a semantic network of word co-occurrences
in the annual State of the Union address (SoU) corpus,
and identified discursive categories in political discourse
through the community detection algorithm. Jackson et
al.[47] clustered the emotion colexification networks
using the community detection algorithm as well.
Classification & Regression. Symbol-based word
representation has also been used in predictive tasks,
mainly classification and regression. As for frequencyand feature-based representations, they usually denote
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as clues for objectives in a specific class or with a
particular value. Huth et al.[44] represented each word in
narrative stories as a vector comprising of the numbers
of co-occurrences with a set of 985 common English
words. Then it adopts regularized linear regression to
predict the Blood-Oxygen-Level-Dependent (BOLD)
responses for each subject when subjects listen to the
narratives. In this manner, it reveals the semantic map
across the cerebral cortex of humans. As for networkbased representation, it allows for label or value
propagation through the connections of nodes in the
network, with the label indexing a singular category. To
classify a series of hashtags into two classes: “proClinton” or “pro-Trump”, Bovet et al.[49] constructed a
network according to hashtag co-occurrences on Twitter,
with several labeled hashtags as initial seed nodes.
Afterwards, it spreads labels to other hashtags in the light
of connections among nodes with different labels. After
several iterations, it obtains a stable label for each node
in the network, namely, endows each hashtag with a
fitting class.
7.2.2 Applications
of
symbol-based
sentence
representation
Symbol-based sentence representation is widely used in
prototype tasks of prediction, mainly classification,
while also introduced into the tasks of similarity,
description, and relation. Besides, it also can be
employed in the exclusive task for text, namely language
model.
Classification.
Symbol-based
sentence
representation is well received in classifying text
through defined inputs. It occurs two main branches in
our investigation, namely attitude classification and
content classification, which we will describe below.
As for attitude classification, it covers the
classifications of sentiment, emotion, and stance, etc.,
expressed from the text. In this branch, frequency-based
and feature-based representations are often utilized
jointly, while both can be used separately. Concerning
frequency-based representation alone, Eichstaedt et
al.[51] leveraged the unigrams and bigrams to represent
posts on Facebook to predict posting users’ depression
status. Green et al.[52] used the same frequency-based
representations to classify the partisanship of tweets’
authors and further examined the polarization in elite
communication about the COVID-19 pandemic. With
regard to feature-based representations, Kramer et al.[63],
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Brady et al.[64], Jones et al.[65], and Kryvasheyeu et al.[58]
all adopted dictionary-based features to study the
sentiment or emotion of posts on social media, with
LIWC the most well-known. Besides dictionary-based
features, Stella et al.[45] incorporated lexical features,
such as emoticons and acronyms, and syntactic features
such as polarity shifts due to connectors to decide the
sentiment of tweets. Catalini et al.[60] considered lexical
features, such as part-of-speech, to represent each
citation of a paper (i.e., sentences that contain the
reference to another paper), and assigned the citations to
two types of interest: objective and negative. When it
comes to jointly use these two kinds of representations,
Del Vicario et al.[66] integrated n-grams, TF-IDF, etc.
(frequency-based), with emoticons, negations, and
sentiment words from a predefined dictionary, etc.
(feature-based), to classify the emotion of posts on
Facebook. Bovet et al.[49] extracted BOW (frequencybased), hashtags, and emoticons, etc. (feature-based) to
represent tweets, and investigated users’ stance for
Clinton and Trump in the context of 2016 US presidential
election.
As for content classification, it aims to classify the text
according to its substantive things, such as topic and
meaning. Bakshy et al.[53] applies frequency-based
representations (i.e., unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams) to
classify news into “hard” (e.g., national, politic, or world
affairs) or “soft” (e.g., sports, entertainment, or travel)
content. Alizadeh et al.[67] combines feature-based
representations with frequency-based representations to
distinguish influence operations from organic activity in
social media, which contains URL and words in LIWC
dictionary appeared in a tweet, in addition to unigrams
and bigrams.
Similarity. The similarity of two sentences or
documents is usually regarded as the agreement degree
of their extracted predefined features, when applying
symbol-based sentence representation. Researchers
normally adopt features from an existing dictionary or
design features from a customized vocabulary. For
example, Klingenstein et al.[59] represented each trail as
the probability distribution over synonym sets in Roget’
s Thesaurus, and then calculated the divergence between
violent and nonviolent trials using Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence. It shows that trials for violent and
nonviolent offenses become progressively distinct
through analysis of 150 year of oral testimony in the
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English criminal justice system. Besides, Boyd et al.[61]
and Hughes et al.[62] studied the stylistic similarity of
literature by representing each literary work as the
distribution over a list of defined content-free words,
while Boyd et al.[61] focused on the structural similarity
but through the representation of distribution over LIWC
dictionary. Besides above dictionary-based sentence
representation, frequency-based sentence representation
can also be employed, though the dimension of the
representation could be relatively large. Citron and
Ginsparg[50] represented each scientific article based on
7-grams occurred in the article, and investigated the text
reuse in scientific corpus through calculating
overlapping 7-grams between any two articles.
Description. Symbol-based sentence representation
can also be used to describe the data. It generally relies
on the statistics of some artificially defined features to
disclose some phenomena, different from symbol-based
word representation relying on frequency-based manner
mostly. Jordan et al.[56] defined two scores of
psychological processes: analytic thinking and clout in
language of political leaders and cultural institutions,
based on the statistics of function words in LIWC
dictionary appeared in their text. It is derived from the
fact that people’s thinking and attention patterns are
reflected in their use of function words. Similarly, Frank
et al.[57] defined the happiness score of a tweet depending
on the usage of words in the labMT dictionary. Futrell
et al.[55] leveraged the syntactic features through
calculating the dependency lengths of sentences across
37 languages, and unearthed that dependency length
minimization is a universal property of languages.
Relation. Because of the intuitive and interpretable
nature of the symbol-based sentence representation, it
can be used with confidence to detect relationships
between internal variables of sentences or with other
external variables. For instance, Eichstaedt et al.[51]
examined the use of words from LIWC in tweets, and
observes the association of these features with users’
depression status who post them.
Language model. To alleviate the data sparsity
problem caused by the exponentially many sequences,
language model generally refers to the n-gram language
model in a symbol-based manner. It is assumed that the
probability of the word occurred after the context history
can be approximated by the probability of the word
occurred after the preceding N − 1 words, namely
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independent of words before these N words. Therefore,
the calculation of language model depends on the
frequency of n -gram occurring together in the corpus,
which is widely used to measure the creativity and
information presented in a sentence. For example,
Piantadosi et al.[54] quantitied the information provided
from a word by calculating the n-gram language model
across 10 languages, and revealed that information
content predicts word length better than frequency.
7.3

Applications of
representation

symbol-based

network

Symbol-based network representation is still the
mainstream used in CSS applications. The top half of
Table 3 lists the applications using symbol-based
network representations. We split them into the
representations of node and subgraph.
7.3.1 Applications of node-based representation
Symbol-based node representations except network
centrality are mainly applied to the task of
description/relation, where qualitative/quantitative
connections between data characteristics and a specific
phenomenon or property are discussed. In contrast,
centrality-based representations naturally fit the ranking
task.
Description. Some work explored node-based
statistics or designed indices to describe the patterns of
network data. Grinberg et al.[81] studied fake news on
Twitter during the 2016 US presidential election, with
the help of the co-exposure network, where nodes are
news websites and edges are shared-audience
relationship. They employed a number of node-based
simple statistics and designed indices, mostly
percentage ratios, to draw their conclusions, e.g., only
Table 3

Node & Edge-based
statistics

Symbol

1% of individuals account for 80% of fake news source
exposures. Li et al.[82] employed simple node-based
statistics, such as degree distributions, to describe the
patterns of large mobile phone calling networks.
Dankulov et al.[101] computed and visualized node-based
temporal indices (e.g., the distributions of the
interactivity time for users and tags), including complex
probabilistic ones, to describe the dynamic patterns of
users and tags in a questions & answers system.
Relation. Studying the correlation between two
factors or variables is the most popular task in network
analysis. Regression analysis and correlation
coefficients are the most used mathematical tools for
quantifying the relations.
For regression analysis, Grinberg et al.[81] studied fake
news on Twitter during the 2016 US presidential election.
They employed a regression model to show the relation
between two variables, e.g., the sharing of content from
fake news sources (as a binary variable) was positively
associated with tweeting about politics. Turetsky et al.[83]
studied students’ peer social network and represented
each student’s network positions by a number of
centrality-based indicators (degree, betweenness,
closeness, etc.) and simple statistics. They built multiple
regression models between the indicators and whether
a student is perturbed by a psychological intervention.
As a result, they found the intervention has positive
social effects. Apicella et al.[84] characterized the social
network of the Hadza hunter-gatherers in Tanzania,
which may reveal the behaviours of early humans. They
used regression analysis to evaluate the relationship
between personal characteristics (sex, age, height, etc.)
and degree (campmate ties and gift ties). For example,
they found that taller people are more socially active and
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Representation
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Description Relation
[81, 82]

Centrality-based
Designed index

Probabilistic model
Motif-based statistics/
coefficients/index
Subgraph
Cluster-based statistics/
coefficients/index
Matrix factorization
Node &
Embedding
Subgraph
Neural-based

[81−91]
[83]

[101]

[91,
102−105]

Task
Similarity Clustering Classification Regression Ranking
[85, 90,
[93]
92]
[39,
94−100]
[102]

[101]

[106]

[99]

[107]

[108]

[108, 109]

[112, 114]
[116−119]

[114]
[117]

[115]

[102, 110] [102, 110]
[87]

[47]

[111]

[112]
[116]

[113]
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attractive. Boardman et al.[85] discussed about how
genetic factors (i.e., genotypes) can be predicted based
on the genotype of his/her friends as well as the
environment context. They also used regression analysis
to detect the relationship between node-based factors
and genotypes. Charoenwong et al.[103] employed
regression analysis to understand the relation between
social connections and the compliance with mobility
restrictions under COVID-19 pandemic. Wu et al.[91]
focused on the citation network, and employed
regression analysis to reveal the relation between the
team size and a number of statistics/designed indices.
For instance, disruption percentile measures whether a
team search more deeply into the past, which could be
disruptive to science and may succeed in the future. They
concluded that “ large teams develop and small teams
disrupt”.
For correlation coefficients, Li et al.[82] computed the
Spearman/Pearson correlation coefficients between two
calling networks’ node degree and edge weight
distributions to analyze their sharing patterns. Clauset et
al.[86] studied the inequality and hierarchy in faculty
hiring networks of universities. They first constructed a
network of institutions, where each directed edge
represents a faculty member at one institution who
received his/her doctorate from another. Then a prestige
score for each institution is computed by node-based
statistics. They showed that institutional prestige
correlates well with the US News & World Report
rankings, and concluded that institutional prestige leads
to increased faculty production and better faculty
placement. Eom and Jo[105] validated the generalized
friendship paradox that your friends have on average
more friends than you have in complex networks. In
specific, they designed several indices as node
characteristics and analyzed the degree-characteristic
correlation.
For others, Wesolowski et al.[88] analyzed travel
networks of people and parasites between settlements
and regions based on mobile phone data. They identified
the relation between human travel and parasite
movement mainly by visualization and simple statistics.
Similarity. For the similarity task, node-based
representations are usually used for analyzing the
strength of links or how likely a link will appear between
two nodes. Park et al.[92] measured the similarity of two
nodes (i.e., the strength of the edge between them) as the
frequency of bidirected mentions and the total bidirected
call volume in seconds. They concluded that long-range
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edges are nearly as strong as those within a small circle
of friends. Parkinson et al.[90] studied the social network
of first-year graduate students, and scanned subjects’
brains during the viewing of naturalistic movies.
Through the statistics of the significance test, they
showed that similar neural responses can help predict the
friendship. Boardman et al.[85] employed descriptive
statistics to represent genetic and social factors, and
demonstrated the genetic homophily (persons with the
same genotype tend to be friends) by significance test.
Asikainen et al.[102] studied the tendency of similar
people to be connected to each other by choice
homophily (measured by node-based designed index)
and the strength of triadic closure (measured by motifbased designed index).
Classification. To classify a node, node-based
representations are usually built by integrating the
information of neighbors. Garcia[93] predicted the
hidden profiles (i.e., sexual orientation and relationship
status) of nonusers given the profiles of disclosing users.
They formalized the problem as binary classification,
and simply averaged the profiles of a nonuser’s friends
as the node representation for prediction. Massucci et
al.[107] proposed to infer the propagation paths of
perturbations in a network (e.g., the spread of epidemics).
They also treated the problem as binary classification
and used a probabilistic model to estimate the probability
of each unobserved node being perturbed given its
neighbors.
Regression. Though regression analysis is widely
used in CSS for detecting the correlations, only a few
work targets on the regression problem. Ganin et al.[106]
studied the efficiency and resilience of transportation
networks, where intersections are mapped to nodes and
road segments between the intersections are mapped to
links. They designed node-based indices to model the
commuter flows, and constructed a regression model to
estimate travel delays in 20 different urban areas, with
another 20 areas for calibration. Teng et al.[108] first built
a probabilistic information spreading model to
characterize the behaviours of nodes and estimate the
collective influence of multiple spreaders, then they
identified the most influential spreaders that maximize
the influence.
Ranking. Centrality indicators perfectly suit the
ranking task, where most work aims at finding the most
important or influential nodes in a network. Pei et al.[99]
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utilized various network centrality coefficients to detect
the most influential information spreaders in online
social networks. To study the cultural history and
discover cultural centers, Schich et al.[94] constructed a
directed network of cities in Europe and North America
based on migration, where the endpoints of each edge in
the network represent the birth and death locations of a
notable individual. Then they used PageRank centrality
to identify the most influential cities. Manrique et al.[95]
investigated the online network of ISIS (Islamic State)
members. With the help of centrality indicators, they
found that although men dominate numerically, women
emerge with superior network connectivity that can
benefit the underlying system’s robustness and survival.
Hart et al.[97] built a similarity network of 200 Iroquoian
village sites dating from A.D. 1350 to 1600, and
concluded the importance of a specific location in
population dispersal. Fraiberger et al.[98] investigated the
exhibition history of half a million artists, constructing
the coexhibition network that captures the movements
of art between institutions. Centrality is further
employed to capture institutional prestige and help
understand the career trajectory of individual artists.
Bruch and Newman[39] identified the most desirable
users in an online dating network by PageRank centrality.
Then they conducted analysis on users’ strategies, e.g.,
both men and women pursue partners who are on
average about 25% more desirable than themselves.
Medo et al.[109] developed a probabilistic model to find
out the discovers who are repeatedly and persistently
among the first to collect the items that later become
hugely popular. They also showed that traditional
centrality indicators fail in this scenario.
7.3.2 Applications of subgraph-based representation
Subgraph-based representation can be further divided
into motif-based and cluster-based ones. Generally,
subgraph-based representation is less popular than nodebased representation in terms of both paper number and
task coverage.
Relation. Both cluster-based and motif-based
representations are utilized in relation analysis. Trujillo
and Long[87] focused on document co-citation analysis
and used χ2 test to validate whether subject communities
are related to co-citation communities. In other words,
χ2 test measures the correlation between two community
assignments. Kovanen et al.[110] studied the tendency of
similar individuals who participate in communications.
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Besides similarity analysis, they also investigate how
different representations correlate, e.g., edge weights
and motif counts.
Similarity. Motif-based representations are still used
for the similarity analysis between two nodes, while
cluster-based ones are used for characterizing more highlevel similarities, such as the similarity of two networks.
Kovanen et al.[110] focused on the tendency of similar
individuals who participate in communications by
calculating the ratio score of temporal motifs (e.g.,
repeated call, returned call, chains, etc.). Asikainen et
al.[102] studied the tendency of similar people to be
connected to each other by choice homophily (measured
by node-based designed index) and the strength of triadic
closure (measured by motif-based designed index). To
understand the universality and diversity in how humans
understand and experience emotion, Jackson et al.[47]
built a network of emotion concepts (e.g., “angry” and
“fear”) for each of 2474 spoken languages, where two
concepts are connected if their meanings appear in the
same word. Then they used Adjusted Rand Indices
(ARIs), which measures the alignment of two cluster
assignments, to quantify the similarity of two networks
(i.e., languages).
Clustering. Cluster-based coefficients naturally fit
the need of clustering. But most work only used the
clustering of a network as their intermediate products.
Therefore, they did not develop their own clustering
algorithms, but directly employed traditional
community detection methods instead. Thus we only
present one example work here. Modularity is defined
as the number of edges within given clusters minus the
expected number in a network with edges placed at
random, and can characterize to what extent a network
can be divided into clusters. Expert et al.[111] specialized
the modularity to spatial networks (e.g., road networks
and location-based social networks), in order to discover
space-independent communities.
Ranking. Most work studied the ranking of nodes in
a network, and thus cluster-based representations are
rarely used. Waniek et al.[100] studied an interesting
problem: can individuals or groups actively manage
their connections to evade social network analysis tools?
Here each node’s importance is measured by centrality,
and each community’s concealment is measured by a
manually designed cluster-based index. They showed
that simple heuristic strategies are effective to hide from
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the above measurements.
7.4

Applications
of
representation

embedding-based

text

With the rapid development of natural language
processing and deep learning, embedding-based text
representation receives increasing attention from social
scientists and computational scientists. In the following
subsections, we will describe the applications
employing embedding-based word and sentence
representations and present them according to their
formalized tasks. The bottom half of the Table 2 lists the
sorted applications using embedding-based text
representations.
7.4.1 Applications
of
embedding-based
word
representation
Owing to the excellent performance in capturing the
semantic
relation,
embedding-based
word
representation is popularly introduced into the task of
similarity.
Similarity. Different from symbol-based word
representation, the semantic similarity of words is
reflected by the distance of word embeddings in the
vector space, not based on symbol matching, so it can be
used to measure the similarity of the abstract concepts.
For example, Garg et al.[68] and Caliskan et al.[69] both
computed the average distance between word
embeddings of words denoting genders and a series of
words indicating occupations, and viewed the difference
between men and women as the indicator of
occupational stereotypes. They compared the
occupational bias reflected in the embeddings with
occupation participation rates and stereotypes
investigated in the traditional survey, and identified a
strong association between them. Besides, it can also be
utilized to expand words outside of our knowledge with
similar semantics. Sivak and Smirnov[70] used word
embeddings to detect the similar words of “son” and
“daughter”, and investigated public mentions of them on
social media. It found that both men and women mention
sons more frequently than daughters in their posts, which
reveals that gender inequality may start early in life.
7.4.2 Applications of embedding-based sentence
representation
Sentence representations obtained from topic models
and neural network models are quite different in learning
mechanisms and applied tasks, though both
representations are based on embeddings. Therefore, we

will present the applications of these two types of
sentence representations separately.
For topic models, although each of its dimensions is
still unintelligible, we can infer the meaning of each
dimension of the representation by its probability
distribution over the word list and further artificially
define it as a specific topic of the text. Therefore, it has
been used in various tasks of similarity, clustering,
classification, description, and relation.
Similarity. Topic models represent a sentence as a
distribution over a series of topics, so researchers can
measure the similarity of text in semantic topics.
Farrell[73] investigated the similarity of contrarian
organizations’ text and text from media and politics in
the climate change counter-movement by LSA model,
and found growth in the semantic similarity between
them from 1993 to 2013. Bokányi et al.[72] also applied
LSA to study the language use patterns of counties in the
USA, and mined the similarity between these counties in
the semantic space. To measure the linguistic
distinctiveness of the context where the child produces
a word, Roy et al.[74] utilized LDA model to extract the
topic distribution for each first appeared word, and used
KL-divergence to compare it with the background topic
distribution.
Clustering. Based on the topic model based
representations, we can cluster these sentences based on
topics. Curme et al.[75] clustered Wikipedia into 100
different semantic topics by LDA model, and quantified
the search volume of these topics in Google search
engine before stock market moves. Farrell[76] used STM
to obtain representations for written and verbal texts
produced by individuals and organizations participating
in climate change counter-movement, and clustered
them into 30 topics, such as “CO2 is Good” and “Energy
Production”. Based on the clustering results, it revealed
that corporate funding influences the written and
disseminated texts of these organizations.
Classification. Topic model based representation is
often operated as one of the features for the classification
task, since it can supply the semantic information of text.
For instance, Jaidka et al.[77] leveraged the
representation learned from LDA model to predict the
subjective well-being from Twitter. Besides, Eichstaedt
et al.[51] also used LDA to represent posts on Facebook
and predict the depression of users.
Description. Since each dimension’s meaning of the
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topic model based representation can be inferred to some
extent, it can facilitate the semantic description of the
text. Lupia et al.[40] applied STM to model the statements
mentioned NSF in the congressional record to find the
distinctive topics of democrats and republicans, e.g.,
democrats care about technology and education more
than republicans. Gerow et al.[71] defined the discursive
influence of scholarly articles the extent to which they
shape the future discourse and used the topic model to
describe the influence. In other words, it estimated an
article’s influence as the divergence between topic
distributions learned with and without this article.
Relation. Sentence representations learned from topic
models have also been exploited to assess the
relationship between different variables. Bokányi et
al.[72] studied the relation of regional patterns in
language use, socioeconomic, and cultural status of
counties in the USA, such as ethnicity and tourism,
where the regional pattern in language use is represented
through the LSA model.
For neural network models, due to their powerful
ability to fit data and capture deep semantics, neuralbased representations have been gradually introduced
into classification and similarity tasks in CSS. Besides,
neural-based representations are also skilled at the task
of language model. Below we will introduce each of
them respectively.
Classification. Neural-based sentence representation
is mainly applied to the classification of abstract
concepts or objects of which the feature definition needs
hard human efforts. As for abstract concepts, Mooijman
et al.[80] used the LSTM neural network to automatically
predict moral values involved in Twitter posts and
suggested an association between moralization and
protest violence. The complexity and ambiguity of
human languages are also predicted by the LSTM neural
network when investigating the languages’ efficiency[79].
As for objects with hard feature definition, Fetaya et
al.[78] also applied the LSTM neural network to predict
the missing Babylonian text, of which the restorations
require extensive expert knowledge of each genre and a
large corpus of texts.
Similarity. The similarity task can be tackled by
measuring the distance or similarity of neural-based
sentence representations in embedding space. Sheshadri
and Singh[41] utilized the Paragraph Vector Model to
obtain the representations of news articles first and used
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cosine similarity to measure the similarity between these
articles in hyperconcentrated news periods. It further
demonstrated that high similarity between articles
Granger causes (G-causes)[120] public attention changes
and legislation.
Language model. Owing to the strength in fitting text,
neural-based representations behave excellently in the
language model task. LSTM neural networks are applied
to construct the language model, which is a general and
solid indication of language’s surprisal and
complexity[79].
7.5

Applications of embedding-based network
representation

Lower half of Table 3 lists the applications using
embedding-based network representations. Since
embedding-based methods are still undergoing the
emergence period in CSS, especially in the analysis of
network data, only a few works on Nature, S cience, and
PNAS adopted embedding-based representations.
Hence we also add a couple of works from WWW in this
subsection.
Similarity. Both of the work on similarity analysis
studied the user-user friendship in a social network.
Yang et al.[112] applied matrix factorization to the social
network, including user-user friendship network and
bipartite user-item interaction network, for learning user
and item embeddings, which were employed for friend
and item recommendations. Yang et al.[116]
characterized a location-based social network
containing both user mobility data and the
corresponding social network as a hypergraph where a
friendship is represented by an edge between two user
nodes, and a check-in is represented by a hyperedge
among four nodes (a user, an activity type, a timestamp,
and a POI). Network embedding methods were then
employed for both friendship and location predictions.
Clustering. Sachan et al.[113] employed topic model to
build the relationship of user, community, and topic.
Then they solved the optimization and computed the
community distribution of each user in the social
network. Note that topic models can be seen as a special
kind of matrix factorization.
Classification & Regression. Embedding-based
methods are widely used for the classification and
regression tasks in computer science area. Besides the
above mentioned methods[112, 116], Kosinski et al.[114]
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applied singular value decomposition to the user-like
matrix for learning user embeddings, which were further
utilized for predicting private traits. Zhang et al.[117]
constructed a heterogeneous network with three types of
nodes, i.e., location, time, and text, from Geo-Tagged
Social Media (GTSM) data. Then they jointly encoded
all spatial, temporal, and textual units into the same
embedding space to capture the correlations for
modeling people’s activities in the urban space. More
recently, graph neural network based methods[118, 119]
were also proposed for social recommendation, where a
user friendship network and a user-item interaction
network are given as input to predict future user-item
interactions.
Ranking. For the ranking task, Wang et al.[115] aimed
at discovering magnet communities, which are
communities that attract significantly more people’s
interests. In detail, they learned cluster-based
representations via matrix-based optimization, and
ranked given communities in a domain based on their
attractiveness to people among the communities of that
domain.
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Fig. 17 Number of papers applying symbol-based
representation or embedding-based representation and the
ratio between them over the last decade in Nature, Science,
and PNAS. The line is smoothed by taking a 3-year average.
Detailed settings where we selected these papers are shown in
Section 7.

From Symbols to Embeddings

Based on the introduction of applications in the previous
section, we can observe that both symbol-based and
embedding-based
representations
have
been
considerably adopted in CSS. To investigate their
coverage definitely, we count the number of works
utilizing one or both of the two representations each year,
as shown in Fig. 17. By comparisons, we can find that the
proportion of articles using embedding-based
representations is gradually increasing over the last
decade in Nature, S cience, and PNAS . This indicates that
more and more works in CSS have considered and
benefited from the embedding-based representations.
We also make the same statistics in conferences of ACL,
WWW, and KDD. Figure 18 shows the comparison
between the numbers of applications using symbolbased and embedding-based representations in these
three conferences. From Fig. 18 we can find that the
number
of
articles
using
embedding-based
representations has significantly exceeded those using
symbol-based representations. However, compared with
Fig. 17, there is a large gap between the volume of
embedding-based representations in computer science
conferences and the three multidisciplinary journals.

Fig. 18 Number of papers applying symbol-based
representation or embedding-based representation and the
ratio between them over the last decade in ACL, WWW, and
KDD. The line is smoothed by taking a 3-year average.
Detailed settings where we selected these papers are shown in
Section 7.

This prompts us to deepen and amplify the
interdisciplinary integration between social science and
computer science, despite the slight shift in their
research concerns.
To sum up, embedding-based representations have
emerged and performed an increasingly critical role
in CSS over the last decade.
We further discuss the underlying reasons for this
trend and summarize the expert areas of both
representations. Based on their internal mechanisms and
existing applications, we conclude three key points as
follows.
(1) Symbol-based representations excel at the tasks
of description and relation, due to their explicitness
and interpretability. Each value in the symbol-based
representation denotes certain and human-readable
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meaning, so we can use it directly to observe the
distribution of data, as well as to extract relations
between objects. For example, as we introduced in
Section 7.2, frequency-based word representations are
applied to observe cultural changes and capture the
relationship between the number of mentions in news
and the stock trading volume of a company. While topic
model-based representations and some neural-based
representations are equipped with practical meanings to
some degree[121, 122], they are still fuzzy and less
compelling for researchers in social science.
(2) Embedding-based representations perform
better in the tasks of prediction (e.g., classification
and regression) and similarity, owing to the powerful
ability of neural networks to fit the data and to
extract deep semantics. On the one hand, neural
networks achieve efficient input-output mapping
functions through the connections of large-scale neurons.
On the other hand, it realizes the extraction of deep
semantics and abstract concepts by the constructions of
multi-layer networks. Existing researches have
demonstrated that the deep layer captures the more
abstract features relative to the shallow one[123]. As
presented in Section 5, abstract concepts such as social
biases and moralizations are all well measured by
embedding-based representations. Although we
mentioned that symbol-based representations can stand
for abstract concepts through some defined symbols,
such representations are still partial and shallow, and
hard to capture their full picture.
(3) Embedding-based representations require
fewer human efforts. Symbol-based representations
usually require a large amount of expert knowledge to
define the features of research objects, which is laborintensive. Besides, for some abstract concepts or objects
without well-founded features, their performances will
be limited. Different from them, embedding-based
representations are automatically extracted from data
with fewer human interventions, and even complement
for human knowledge. For example, as introduced in the
application section, we can use neural networks to
automatically restore the missing Babylonian text,
which is challenging even for experts. In addition,
embedding-based representations are qualified to
portray the complexity and ambiguity of the language
without manual definition.
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Discussion on Future Direction

Although the tendency from symbols to embeddings has
emerged in the past ten years, there are still many
challenges and open issues to be explored. Going
forward, we list some essential and potential future
directions involved with data representations in CSS.
(1) Pre-trained language models. In recent years, pretrained language models have received considerable
attention and achieved great success in processing
textual data[28, 124]. The models learn rich semantic
information from massive textual data, such as
encyclopedias and books, with merely fine-tuned in
downstream tasks to obtain efficient embedding-based
representations. Therefore, for CSS, we can obtain more
generalized and robust textual representations with the
aid of pre-trained language models. The representations
can not only be used to analyze social phenomena from
text more extensively and accurately, but also reduce the
manual annotations for those tasks requiring enormous
labeled data, compared to representations learned from
traditional neural network models.
(2) Graph neural networks. Through the message
passing mechanism, graph neural networks[125] can
effectively model both the network topology and
node/edge
features
(e.g.,
text
information)
simultaneously, thus providing a unified framework to
take advantage of information from heterogeneous
sources. Many scenarios in CSS need to deal with a
social network as well as individual characteristics.
Therefore, graph neural network techniques have great
application potentialities for CSS studies, which can
learn representations integrating the information of both
text and network. In fact, various applications in
computer science, such as natural language
processing[126] and recommendation systems[127], have
already adopted graph neural networks for modeling.
(3) Design as prediction and similarity. Embeddingbased representations are well-known for rich and deep
semantics, while symbol-based representations are
usually preserved in partial and shallow semantics.
Meanwhile, embedding-based representations are
skilled at the task of prediction and similarity. Therefore,
to take full advantage of the strong semantics in
embeddings, researchers in CSS are encouraged to
design the research problem as a prediction or similarity
task whenever possible. For example, we can design the
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problem of social bias as a similarity measurement
between the embeddings of gender words and neutral
words[68, 69]. In addition, the complexity of human
language can be designed as a predictive task, which
views the predicted probability of a word or sentence
using language model as the indicator[79].
(4) Interpretability. Admittedly, a drawback of
embedding-based methods is the lack of interpretability.
This problem would harm the application for decisioncritical systems related to ethics, safety, or privacy.
Though the interpretability of embedding models,
especially neural network models, has not been fully
addressed yet, researchers in the computer science area
have made some efforts towards better explainability of
neural-based models[128]. Therefore, taking advantage of
both embedding-based models and explainability
analysis methods for effective and (partially)
explainable predictions would be an intriguing direction.

10

Conclusion

As an emerging and promising inter-disciplinary field,
computational social science has attracted considerable
research interests over recent years. Two main types of
data, namely text and network data, are widely used in
studies of CSS. In this survey, we first summarize the
data representation into symbol-based and embeddingbased representations and further introduce typical
methods when constructing these representations.
Afterwards, we conduct a comprehensive review on the
applications of these two classes of representations
based on more than 400 top-cited literature from 6 classic
journals and conferences. According to the statistics of
these applications, a tendency that embedding-based
representations of text and network in CSS are emerging
and growing is discovered, which we further discuss the
reason contributed to. Finally, we suggest four
challenges and open issues in CSS, which are essential
and potential directions to be explored.

Appendix
With the explosive growth in research topics in CSS, we
divide the topics of applications we investigated into 9
domains, which is inspired from the 5+ primary subdisciplines in traditional social science, namely
sociology,
anthropology,
psychology,
politics,
economics, and other fields of humanities, including
linguistics,
communication,
geography,
and

environment. Note that each work can exist in multiple
domains if they are relevant simultaneously. We also list
all relevant papers on the GitHub link:
https://github.com/thunlp/CSSReview.
In the following, we will divide these applications into
different domains, and introduce them from text to data
according to the data type used, and further present them
from symbol-based representation to embedding-based
representation according to the representation type used.
A.1
A.1.1

Text
Symbol-based representation

Symbol-based representation of text is mostly used in the
fields of sociology, followed by linguistics, psychology,
geography, politics, and communication, with few
utilized in economics, environment, and anthropology.
In the domain of sociology, a series of works utilize the
symbol-based representation of text to analyze and
detect misinformation and misbehaviour in online world,
such as rumor[129−133], fake news[134] or image[135], low
quality Wikipedia[136], hate speech[137, 138], abusive
language and behaviour[139, 140], social bots[45, 141],
sockpuppets[142], cybercriminal activity[143], influence
operations[67], and text reuse in scientific papers[50],
where they usually manipulate n-gram, BOW, TF-IDF
features, as well as linguistics features, such as length,
URL, hashtag in the text, accompanied with syntactic
features, such as part-of-speech tagging and dependency
relations. Extra lexicon, such as LIWC, is also widely
used to extract keywords in the above analysis and
detection works. In addition, the privacy issue is a hot
topic where researchers use the symbol-based text
features to prevent privacy disclosure across multiple
online sites[144, 145]. These text features also benefit the
search for informative posts[146, 147] and assessment of
damage[148] in a disaster, while they can also contribute
to the social power relation prediction[149]. Different
from the above studies, a list of works aims to explore the
behaviour law of human in online social media based on
the symbol representations of words, for instance,
hashtag adoption[150] and collective attention on Twitter[
151], pursuit in online dating markets[39], and user
feedback in application store[152].
In the domain of linguistics, a set of works focus on the
study of linguistic phenomenon and trend. Some
researchers count the frequencies of linguistic features,
such as n -gram and emoticon, to investigate linguistic
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phenomenon including the evolution of grammar[38],
and the correlation with socio-economic variables[153].
Taking Michel et al.[38] as an example, they counted the
regular forms (added “-ed” ) and irregular forms
(conjugated extraordinarily) of verbs from 1800 to 2000,
such as “strived” and “strove” of “strive”. Through the
quantitative analysis, they found the linguistic fact that
irregulars generally yield to regulars, with 16% of
irregulars changed into regularity of more than 10%.
Besides the linguistic trend, n-gram language model is
used to approximate the information content of each
word[54] or distinctiveness of language[154, 155].
Another set of works concentrate on the text analysis
of various genres, such as debate and narrative. Boyd et
al.[61] counted the function and cognitive words across
each text with LIWC, to analyze the structures of
narratives in different types. Jordan et al.[56] also used the
LIWC to measure analytic thinking and clout in leaders’
debates and speeches, and found a general decline in
analytic thinking and a rise in confidence. In addition,
designed linguistic lexicons, accompanied with
semantic and syntactic features, are also popularly
adopted in language quality detection, such as the
detection of politeness[154], popularity[156], and biased
statements[157].
In the domain of psychology , dictionary-driven text
representations are widely utilized, with LIWC and
LabMT[10] as mostly popular dictionaries. Kramer et
al.[63] used LIWC to define the emotion of posts and
found the emotional contagion through social networks.
Frank et al.[57] employed the LabMT to measure the
happiness expressed in language and discovered that
happiness increases with distance from people’s average
location. Moral Foundation Dictionary is also
incorporated to assist the prediction of moral values
involved in Twitter posts[80]. Besides emotion and
happiness, dictionary-driven representations are also
extensively used to detect depression in social media[105,
158]. Despite the wide adoption of dictionary-driven
representations, Jaidka et al.[77] made a comparison
between unsupervised dictionary-driven and supervised
data-driven methods, and verified that the latter is more
robust for well-being estimation from social media data.
Therefore,
outside
of
the
dictionary-driven
representations, linguistic features, such as n-gram and
BOW, are also applied to represent text in psychology,
combined with the supervised machine learning method.
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For instance, Chang et al.[159] used them to distinguish
a person’s intention and others’ perception of the same
utterance, while Kern et al.[160] took them as signals for
personality prediction.
In the domain of geography, a set of studies focus on
geo-location inference, in which case the location where
a textual message is generated is discovered[161−163], and
route navigation, with the aim to provide a more
promising route according to sentiments detected from
geo-tagged documents in social media[164]. As for geolocation inference, Ikawa et al.[161] proposed a method to
learn associations between a location and its pertinent
keywords extracted from historical messages, while
Ryoo and Moon[162] extracted the spatial correlation
between texts and GPS locations from tweets with GPStags. Besides, Wing and Baldridge[163] adopted simple
supervised approaches on the textual content of
documents as well as a geodesic grid, so as to acquire the
discrete representation of the earth’s surface. With
regard to route navigation, Wing and Baldridge[163]
presented a system to recommend routes based on
sentiments exposed from Twitter tweets towards places,
by combining eight existing sentiment analysis tools,
including LIWC, Happiness Index, SentiWordNet,
SASA, PANAS-t, Emoticons, SenticNet, and
SentiStrength.
In the domain of politics , most studies focus on
investigating political activities and analyzing ideology
applying symbol-based text representations. As regards
political activities, Alizadeh et al.[67] utilized series of
defined features, such as n -gram, URL, and LIWC, to
predict social media influence operations, while Lupia
et al.[40] extracted the most distinguished words and
sentiment words from statements in the congressional
record, to explore the congressional concern about
National Science Foundation. Besides, Jordan et al.[56]
used LIWC lexicon to analyze the style of political
leader’s language and further discussed the longevolving political trends. With regarding to ideology
analysis, Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.[165] and Bovet et al.[49]
used similar symbol-based features, such as n-gram,
URL, and emoticon, to predict political ideology and
opinion toward presidential candidates of Twitter users,
while Burfoot et al.[166] aimed to predict sentiments in
congressional floor-debate transcripts with unigram
features.
In the domain of communication, symbol-based text
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representation is employed to mining the content in
communication. Jenders et al.[167] took hashtags,
mentions, and sentiments as symbol features to predict
viral tweets. Sheshadri and Singh[41] utilized n-gram
features to analyze the news framing and explore its
public and legislative impact, while Green et al.[52]
adopted similar features to represent tweets sent by
political elites and further analyzed the polarization in
elite communication on the COVID-19 pandemic.
Arous et al.[168] calculated TF-IDF scores of words as
tweet features to help the detection of social influencers
in communication.
In the domain of economics , researchers are greatly
interested in revealing economical phenomenon based
on the relationship between financial news and the stock
market, using text-based correlational analyses[43] and
the combination of several basic linguistic features[169].
Specifically, Alanyali et al.[43] adopted correlational
analyses, according to daily number of mentions in the
Financial Times for each company of interest, for the
purpose of quantifying the relationship between
decisions made in stock market and situation in financial
news. Xie et al.[169] utilized scores for words in the
Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL)[170] via part-ofspeech, along with bag-of-words in order to predict
change in stock price according to financial news.
In the domain of environment , the main research
interest lies in analyzing social media text data generated
before, during, and after the occurrences of natural
disasters, such as earthquake, hurricane, etc. In the
research of Kryvasheyeu et al.[58], LIWC[9] and
SentiStrength[171] were adopted for analyzing the
sentiments embedded in social media texts, posted
before, during, and after Hurricane Sandy, in order to
investigate if the sentiment signal indicated the damage
inflicted by the hurricane. Besides, Ghosh and
Desarkar[172] proposed modified TF-IDF based
approaches to better classify disaster related social
media tweets, so that the rescue and relief operations can
be better launched when natural disasters occur.
In the domain of anthropology , studies related to
cultural evolution serve as the major interests of
researchers. Specifically, two kinds of cultural shifts are
studied, namely the cultural changes accompanying the
monopolization of violence by the state[59] and the
cultural universality and diversity in music[173]. In
particular, Klingenstein et al.[59] applied a bag-of-words
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model as a symbol-based representation of texts to
coarsely categorize the words that occur in jury trials into
several predefined classes, and further analyzed the
extent to which the patterns of talking in a criminal trail
vary from violent to nonviolent offenses, and how these
differences evolve over time. Mehr et al.[173] conducted
a systematic analysis regarding the features of
worldwide vocal music, where four kinds of
representations were derived for each song. Using
machine classifiers, they managed to observe the
universality and variability in musical behaviour,
reflecting cultural evolution in forms of music.
A.1.2 Embedding-based representation
Embedding-based representation of text mostly benefits
the sociology, then geography, politics, psychology,
environment, economics, and linguistics successively,
with few adopted in communication and anthropology.
In the domain of sociology , embedding-based text
representation is mostly adopted in content mining,
misinformation, and misbehavior detection, as well as
human trait prediction. As for content mining, the topic
model is widely used. Singer et al.[174] adopted it to
extract the topic in Wikipedia and was eager to
understand why we read Wikipedia. Fu et al.[152] and
Sachan et al.[113] used it to analyze content of users’
writing, and discovered users’ preferences and interests,
while Weerasinghe et al.[175] used it to mine underlying
topics of comments by pods, aiming to increase the
popularity of users’ content effectively. Further, Gerow
et al.[71] built a dynamic topic model to measure how the
content shapes future scholarship, namely its discursive
influence of a paper across scholarship. Zhang et al.[117]
and Wang et al.[176] incorporated extra data outside the
text, such as region and time, to uncover the spatial and
temporal topics. As for misinformation and misbehavior
detection, word embedding methods and deep neural
networks are widely used in this direction. Word
embedding methods, such as Skip-Gram and GLOVE,
are commonly used in social bias detection[68−70], e.g.,
gender bias and ethnic bias. For example, Sivak and
Smirnov[70] computed the average distance between
word embeddings of last names in various groups and a
series of adjectives, and viewed the difference in
distance between the common group and Asian group as
the score for Asian bias. Besides bias detection, rumor
and fake news detection are also hot topics employing
embedding-based representation. They usually use RNN
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models as basic frameworks to encode the text
representation[134, 177], with VAE[178], GAN[179], and
Bayesian model[180] further improving the performance.
Detection of other misinformation and misbehavior,
such as toxicity triggers[181], abuse language[139], and
hate speech detection[137], apply the deep neural
networks to obtain the text representation as well. As for
the human trait prediction, researchers endeavor to use
LSTM to predict human age and gender[182], as well as
activity[183], while [184] learning the representation of
bios of each user with GCN to predict the user’s
occupation.
In the domain of geography , embedding
representation of texts was applied in multiple
application scenarios using geo-tagged social media data,
including geo-location estimation[185, 186], geographical
topical analysis[187, 188], urban dynamics discovery[117],
human mobility modelling[189], and local event
detection[190]. Specifically, topic models were employed
for obtaining location-specific topics for tweets[185] and
discovering language characteristics along with
common topics exposed in geo-tagged Twitter
streams[188]. In addition, multi-modal signals, in the
form of spatial, temporal and texts, were utilized for
different research purposes. For instance, Zhang et al.[117]
proposed a novel cross-modal representation learning
method to embed all spatial, temporal, and textual units
into the same vector space in order to uncover urban
dynamics. Yuan et al.[187] discovered spatio-temporal
topics for Twitter users by using a probabilistic
generative model for user behavior modelling from the
geographic and temporal perspectives. Zhang et al.[190]
presented a method to leverage multi-modal embeddings
for the purpose of accurately detecting local events.
Furthermore, Miura et al.[186] adopted a complex neural
network, which was able to unify the representations
learned from text, metadata, and user network, and an
attention mechanism to better infer geo-locations of
tweets.
In the domain of politics, existing researches can be
divided into three classes using embedding-based text
representations: political ideology detection, political
relation extraction, and political technique analysis.
Regarding political ideology detection, topic model,
word embedding, and neural networks all have been
adopted. For instance, Farrell[76] used STM to discover
ideological polarization around climate change, and
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further examined the influence of corporate funding on
it. Preoţiuc-Pietro et al.[165] used Word2vec to assist
political ideology prediction. Hierarchical LSTM and
FastText are also applied to detect political
perspective[191] and stance[192]. As to political relation
extraction, the topic model is mainly used to look at the
relationship between republican legislators[193] or
extract events between political actors from news
corpora[194]. For political technique analysis, topic
models and neural networks were also used to catch a
glimpse of processes of framing[195], propaganda
techniques[196], and political ads[197].
In the domain of psychology, most studies concentrate
on mental health identification with embedding-based
text representations. For instance, the topic model was
used to mine topics from statuses and predict depression
of patients[51]. RNN and CNN models were employed to
represent typing data when using mobile phone and
users’ posts in Reddit, for mood detection[198] and
suicide risk assessment[199], respectively. Besides the
mental health, embedding-based text representations are
also used in other psychological sphere, such as
moralization[80], intention[200], and happiness[57].
In the domain of environment , issues related to
climate change and air quality prediction attract the most
attention from scholars. In Ref. [73], LSA[201] was
adopted to examine the impact of different climatecontrarian organizations’ ideas, regarding climate
change counter-movement, on news media and
bureaucratic politics. With respect to air quality, Jiang
et al.[202] deployed a deep learning model, based on
convolutional neural network and overtweet-pooling, on
social media data to enhance air quality prediction.
In the domain of economics , the majority of works
utilized embedding-based representations of text to
investigate
issues
related
to
stock
[75,
169,
193,
203,
204]
market
, while others concentrated on
electronic commerce (e-commerce)[205] and socioeconomic indicators[206]. In particular, topic modelling
techniques, such as LDA, were employed in a set of
studies, where Liu et al.[205] managed to predict loyal
buyers for e-commerce, and Curme et al.[75] quantified
the semantics of search behavior of Internet users and
identified topics of interest before stock market moves.
In addition, scholars are also interested in combining
textual contents and other types of signals for stock
market related research. For instance, Nguyen and Shirai[
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193]

incorporated sentiment signals from social media
into topic models to better predict stock price movement;
Yang et al.[203] proposed a novel model architecture
based on Transformer[27] to harness the textual and audio
information for predicting future stock price volatility;
Xu and Cohen[204] designed a deep generative model for
stock movement prediction by jointly exploiting text and
price signals.
In the domain of linguistics , embedding-based
representation is mostly used in two fashions as
graphical model (especially topic model) and word
embedding. As for graphical model, it is utilized to
capture the latent information behind the text, such as
linguistic topics. Hong et al.[188] used topic model to
discover geographical patterns in language use, while
Bokányi et al.[72] further related the patterns to
demographics. Roy et al.[74] also adopted it to capture the
topic distributions of context, where children
accumulate interactions and learn words. Doyle et al.[207]
proposed a graphical model to model the linguistic
alignment in Twitter interactions, which is an important
measure of accommodation. As for word embedding, it
is usually used to detect the linguistic change across
corpora and time, because of the ability to capture
semantics. Kulkarni et al.[208] proposed an approach to
detect the linguistic change in the meaning and usage of
words by Skip-Gram, while Gonen et al.[209] designed a
more simple, interpretable, and stable method with SkipGram as well.
In the domain of communication, topic model is most
observed to obtain text representation. Tsur et al.[195]
applied it to analyze the statements from congress, which
attempts to gain insights about agenda setting. Both
Tang et al.[210] and Farrell[73] aimed to find topical
aspects of actors and identify the most influential actors
in a network. Besides, Ref. [41] employed paragraph
vector to estimate similarity between two news
documents, devoted to the impact of news framing.
In the domain of anthropology , Fetaya et al.[78]
concentrated on the reconstruction of a lost ancient
heritage, with the help of embedding-based
representation of text. In particular, they employed
recurrent neural networks to reconstruct the damaged
and missing ancient Akkadian texts from Achaemenid
period Babylonia.
A.2

Network

A.2.1

Symbol-based representation

In the domain of sociology, most studies are conducted
on the social network. For online social networks, the
research data usually came from popular websites or
communication applications, such as Twitter[211−213],
Facebook[214−216], Yahoo[217], and Wechat[218]. For
offline social or friendship networks, the studied
scenarios are quite diverse, such as the dating
network[219], the social network structure of potential
male raiders[220], problem-solving networks[221] where
people worked by groups and collaborated with each
other, and even the social network of cooperative bird
species[222].
In terms of research problem and methodology, we
summarize the following four patterns of these literature:
The first category is to study whether a phenomenon
exists in the network. For example, Ref. [219] studied
cross-racial communication to detect the existence of
racial prejudice. Reference [223] aimed to find the social
hierarchy and stratification among humans in social
networks. This line of work usually employs simple
statistics or proposed indices involving related features
or factors for their methods.
The second category is to find out the structural
patterns leading to a specific property. For example,
Glowacki et al.[220] tried to find out how the formation
of social network structure will lead to a potential male
raider. This line of work usually analyzes the patterns of
subgraphs (e.g., the frequency of specific
subgraphs[221]) for modeling the correlations.
The third category is to identify the most important
nodes in a network. For example, Teng et al.[108] aimed
at identifying the most influential spreaders that
maximize information flow. This line of work usually
employs various network centrality coefficients (e.g.,
the degree of a node) as the measurements.
The fourth category is to predict the future behaviours
of users in a network. Common scenarios include
recommendation system[224] and information diffusion
(e.g., the spread of rumors or misinformation[225]). This
line of work needs to model the temporal dynamics and
user preferences for predicting future behaviours. The
detailed models are quite personalized and differ from
each other.
In the domain of anthropology, most works employ
similar symbol-based network representations for
analysis, such as PageRank score or betweenness
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coefficient for extracting the most important nodes.
Therefore, it would be more interesting to see what kind
of networks they built to solve their problems.
The first kind is location networks. To study cultural
history and discover cultural centers, Schich et al.[94]
constructed a directed network of cities in Europe and
North America based on migration, where the endpoints
of each edge in the network represent the birth and death
locations of a notable individual. Hart et al.[97] built a
similarity network of 200 Iroquoian village sites dating
from A.D. 1350 to 1600, and concluded the importance
of a specific location in population dispersal.
Lulewicz[226] also constructed a network of sites from
the southern Appalachian region between A.D. 800 and
1650, to study the variation of Mississippian
sociopolitics.
The second kind is social or friendship network.
Fowler et al.[227] studied the correlation between
genotypes and friendship networks, and identified a
positively correlated (homophily) one and a negatively
correlated (heterophily) one from all six available
genotypes. Boardman et al.[85] also discussed genotypes
and friendship networks, but with more consideration of
environment context. Apicella et al.[84] characterized the
social network of the Hadza hunter-gatherers in
Tanzania, which may reveal the behaviours of early
humans. A. I. Roberts and S. G. B. Roberts[228] used the
social bonds between wild chimpanzees to inspire the
study of human evolution.
There are also other kinds of networks. For instance,
Hilger et al.[229] constructed a brain network to
understand human intelligence, where nodes correspond
to regions in a grey matter and edges represent high
positive correlations of signals between nodes.
In the domain of linguistics, only a few work utilize
network structure for their study. They study the
networks of concepts, words or languages, and usually
use simple statistics or cluster coefficients for analysis.
To understand the universality and diversity in how
humans understand and experience emotion, Jackson et
al.[47] built a network of emotion concepts (e.g., “angry”
and “fear”) for each of 2474 spoken languages, where
two concepts are connected if their meanings appear in
the same word. Youn et al.[230] explored a more general
problem, i.e., the universal structure of human lexical
semantics. To be more specific, Youn et al.[230] built a
weighted network of concepts using cross-linguistic
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dictionaries: sometimes a single “polysemous” word
from one language can express multiple concepts that
another language represents using distinct words. The
frequency of such polysemies between two concepts can
be seen as a measure of their semantic similarity.
Sizemore et al.[231] focused on the sparsity (i.e.,
knowledge gaps) of semantic feature networks of
humans, where words correspond to nodes and are
connected by shared features, to understand the process
of language learning. Ronen et al.[232] constructed a cospoken language network to figure out the influence of
different languages.
In the domain of psychology , the most widely used
network types are the brain and social networks.
For brain networks, Taruffi et al.[233] found that
compared with happy music, sad music is linked to
greater centrality of the nodes of the default mode
network (i.e., a set of brain regions typically active
during rest periods). Schmälzle et al.[234] studied the
functional connectivity of brain regions under social
inclusion or exclusion.
For social networks, Turetsky et al.[83] showed that
psychological interventions can strengthen the
connections of peer social network in terms of node
degree, closeness, betweenness, etc. Morelli et al.[235]
studied how psychological traits correlate to centrality in
social networks, and concluded that people high in wellbeing are central to the “fun” networks, while people
high in empathy are central to the “trust” networks. Kim
et al.[236] showed that occupying a bridging position in
a social network may alleviate the impact of depressive
symptoms among older men, whereas the opposite holds
true for older women. Ito[237] studied how networks of
general trust will affect the willingness to communicate
in English for Japanese people, via the analysis of
centrality indices.
In the domain of geography , the wide adoption of
mobile devices significantly benefits the collections of
location-based data, and thus facilitates relevant
researches in this area. There are two main types of
networks discussed in this work: transportation network
and location-based social network.
Transportation networks include road/street networks
and travel/mobility networks. For example, Bao et al.[238]
utilized bike trajectory data on road networks to develop
bike lane construction plans. Ganin et al.[106] studied the
efficiency and resilience of transportation networks,
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where intersections are mapped to nodes and road
segments between the intersections are mapped to links.
Barrington-Leigh and Millard-Ball[239] analyzed a time
series of street network and discussed road building in
new and expanding cities for urban development. Taking
the London rail network as an example, Yadav et al.[240]
found that topological attributes designed for
maximizing efficiency in urban transport networks will
make the network more vulnerable under intense flood
disasters. On the other hand, Wesolowski et al.[88]
analyzed travel networks of people and parasites
between settlements and regions based on mobile phone
data. Bonaccorsi et al.[241] studied the effect of lockdown
restrictions on the economic conditions of individuals
and local governments based on the Italian mobility
network. Santi et al.[242], Vazifeh et al.[243], and Liu et
al.[244] focused on vehicle-shareability networks for
better taxi or bike-sharing services. Riascos and
Mateos[245] also analyzed taxi trip data and built a
directed weighted origin-destination network for the
study of long-range mobility. There are also some
work[246, 247] proposed for data collections of
transportation networks.
A location-based social network can be either online
or offline. For online networks, Ref. [248] found that two
individuals’ movements strongly correlate with their
proximity in the social network. Cho et al.[249] tried to
understand the basic laws of human motion and
dynamics based on location-based social networks and
cell phone location data. Li et al.[250] focused on profiling
users’ home locations in the context of a social network.
Yang et al.[251] proposed Socio-Spatial Group Query
(SSGQ) to select nearby attendees with close social
relation based on users’ social networks on Facebook, as
well as their spatial locations from Facebook check-in
records. For offline networks, Sun et al.[252] studied a
time-resolved in-vehicle social encounter network on
public buses in a city. Sekara et al.[253] explored the
dynamic social network of about 1000 individuals and
their
interactions
measured
via
Bluetooth,
telecommunication networks, or online social media, etc.
In addition, other relevant works study infrastructure
networks of urban microgrids[254] or the community
detection problem on general spatially-embedded
networks[111].
In the domain of economics , the most discussed
networks are financial institution networks and trade
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networks.
For financial institution networks, Battiston et al.[255]
studied the multi-layer networks of financial institutions
connected by contracts and common assets, and showed
that the complexity of financial networks may increase
the social cost of financial crises. Bardoscia et al.[256]
also studied the network of financial institutions, and
discussed how the instability of model ecosystems is
relevant to the dynamical processes on complex
networks.
For trade networks, Porfirio et al.[257] studied the
structural changes in the global agricultural trade
network under greenhouse gas emissions. It is worth
noting that Porfirio et al.[257] employed matrix
factorization, a technique widely used in network
embedding learning, for their modeling. However, they
only utilized the singular values and discarded the
vectors in singular value decomposition. Thus, we still
classify this work as a symbol-based one. Ren et al.[258]
characterized the international trading system with a
multi-layer network with each layer representing the
transnational trading relations of a product. They studied
a nation’s economic growth by analyzing node degrees
and product rankings over time.
For others, Anderson[259] built a network of skills
based on their relationship in the market, and showed
that workers with diverse skills can earn higher wages
than those with more specialized skills. Bonaccorsi et
al.[241] studied the effect of lockdown restrictions on
economic conditions of individuals and local
governments based on the Italian mobility network.
In the domain of politics , most researches are
conducted on social media or online social networks, and
discuss ideology or elections.
For the ideology topic, Farrell[76] constructed an
organization network and concluded that organizations
with corporate funding are more likely to write and
spread texts that lead to ideological polarization on the
climate change issue. By analyzing the retweeting
behaviours in online social networks, Brady et al.[64]
found that the expression of moral emotion is key for the
spread of moral and political ideas or ideology. Bail et
al.[260] extracted a following network of 4176 opinion
leaders on Twitter, and used the first component of the
adjacency matrix to create liberal/conservative ideology
scores. Padó et al.[261] built a bipartite network of actors
and claimed to understand the structures of political
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debates. Burfoot et al.[166] analyzed the sentiment of US
congressional floor-debate transcripts with the help of
document networks, where one speaker cites another
was annotated. To predict the frames used in political
discourse, Johnson et al.[262] assumed that politicians
with shared ideologies are likely to frame issues in a
similar way and retweet and/or follow each other on
Twitter network. Rule et al.[48] studied the network of
correlated words in textual corpora that span a long time,
and identified that terms, concepts, and language use
changes in American political consciousness since
World War I in 1917.
For the election topic, Bovet and Makse[263] studied
the dynamics and influence of fake news on Twitter
during the 2016 US presidential election by analyzing
the retweet networks formed by the top 100 news
spreaders of different media categories. Grinberg et
al.[81] studied the same problem with the help of a coexposure network, where nodes are news websites and
edges are shared-audience relationships. Bovet et al.[49]
inferred the opinion of Twitter users in the context of the
2016 US presidential election based on both social
network and hashtag co-occurrence network. Volkova
et al.[264] also inferred user’s political preferences
between democrat and republican based on the Twitter
social graph.
In the domain of environment, the network types used
in different work are quite diverse. However, simple
statistics and network centrality coefficients are still the
most popular techniques for network analysis.
Farrell[76] constructed an organization network and
concluded that organizations with corporate funding are
more likely to write and spread texts that lead to
ideological polarization on the climate change issue.
Farrell[73] built a bipartite graph of the climate contrarian
network with 4556 individuals and 164 contrarian
organizations, in order to uncover the institutional and
corporate structure of the climate change countermovement. Barnes et al.[265] studied the informationsharing networks among tuna fishers to reveal how these
social networks affect the incidental catch of sharks, a
global environmental issue. Reino et al.[96] studied the
global trade network of wild-caught birds with network
centrality to analyze the bird invasion risk of different
regions. Cámara-Leret et al.[266] proposed indigenous
knowledge networks to describe the wisdom of
indigenous people on plant species and the services they
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provide. Zheng et al.[267] and Hsieh et al.[268] utilized air
quality monitoring data, human mobility, road network
structures, and other information to suggest the best
locations of new monitoring stations.
In the domain of communication, most works discuss
the phenomenon of information diffusion (e.g., the
spread of ideas, opinions, or products) in online or
offline social networks.
For example, Guille and Hacid[269] employed feature
engineering and a simple probabilistic model to
characterize the temporal dynamics of information
diffusion in social networks. Gómez-Gardeñes et al.[270]
also studied the spread of social phenomena, such as
behaviours, ideas, or products in the contact network of
individuals. Pei et al.[99] and Zhang et al.[271] utilized
various network centrality coefficients to detect the most
influential information spreaders in online social
networks. Brady et al.[64] analyzed the retweeting
behaviours in online social networks and found that the
expression of moral emotion is key for the spread of
moral and political ideas. Gao et al.[272] compared the
contact networks of users under emergency events and
non-emergency events, in order to figure out how human
communications will affect the propagation of
situational awareness.
Some of these works especially focus on the spread of
rumor, misinformation, and fake news, Quattrociocchi
et al.[273] studied opinion dynamics on the network
containing the interactions between gossipers, the
influence network between gossiper and media, and the
leader-follower relationship between media. Bovet and
Makse[263] studied the dynamics and influence of fake
news on Twitter during the 2016 US presidential election
by analyzing the retweet networks formed by the top 100
news spreaders of different media categories. Shao et
al.[274] studied the spread of low-credibility content in a
retweet network, and concluded that social bots play an
important role in spreading articles from low-credibility
sources. In contrast, Vosoughi et al.[275] also studied the
spread of false news on Twitter networks, and found that
robots accelerate the spread of true and false news at the
same rate, indicating that false news spreads faster
because of human.
Besides, there is some work crossed with other
domains. To find out whether restricting mobility or
spreading disease prevention information better helps
the control of diseases, Lima et al.[276] modeled human
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mobility and communications by an interconnected
multiplex structure, where each node represents the
population in a geographic area, and extended the model
with a social network where relevant disease prevention
information spreads. Luo et al.[277] measured individuals’
location and influence in the social network from mobile
and residential communication data, and found that an
individual’s location is highly correlated with personal
economic status. Gomez and Lazer[278] studied how the
distributions of knowledge and ability within a network
of collective problem solvers contribute to the
performance of the entire group. Farrell[73] built a
bipartite graph of the climate contrarian network with
4556 individuals and 164 contrarian organizations, in
order to uncover the institutional and corporate structure
of the climate change counter-movement.
A.2.2 Embedding-based representation
In the domain of sociology , matrix factorization and
topic models are widely used for learning user
embeddings in a user-user network or user-item
interaction network in the early 2010s. Recently, deep
learning models, such as graph neural networks, are
becoming the mainstream to encode structural
information.
Many studies focus on the completion task, such as
inferring the missing attributes or recommending
potential friends/items. Kosinski et al.[114] applied
singular value decomposition to the user-like matrix for
learning users’ embeddings, which were further utilized
for predicting private traits. Pan et al.[184] utilized graph
convolutional network to embed the users in a user
network for occupation prediction. Yang et al.[112]
applied matrix factorization to the social network
including user-user friendship network and bipartite
user-item interaction network for learning user and item
embeddings, which were employed for friend and item
recommendations. Fan et al.[118] and Wu et al.[119] used
graph neural networks for social recommendation.
Besides graph neural networks, Tang et al.[279] also
employed LSTM for temporal modeling.
Other works can be formalized as sequential
prediction, binary classification, and clustering,
respectively. Li et al.[280] sampled diffusion sequences
of users from the diffusion network, and applied RNN to
encode the sequences and predict future users that would
be influenced. Qiu et al.[281] employed graph neural
networks to encode the ego network of each user, and
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then used the embeddings to classify whether the user
will be influenced during information diffusion. Lu and
Li[282] used graph attention network on user network for
fake news detection. Zhong et al.[283] applied graph
convolutional network on reply relationship network for
controversy detection. Sachan et al.[113] employed a
topic model to compute the community distribution of
each user in a social network.
In the domain of geography , embedding-based
representations of road networks are most widely used.
For example, Wang et al.[284] employed deep learning
models, including recurrent neural networks, attention
mechanism, and graph neural networks, to project each
road into embedding-based representations and
characterize the dynamics of traffic flow in road
networks. Deng et al.[285] learned embeddings for each
road in a road network via non-negative matrix
factorization. The embeddings can encode both
topological and temporal properties for traffic prediction.
Li et al.[286] focused on travel time estimation in a road
network and employed a multi-task learning framework
to encode links and spatial-temporal factors. Sun et
al.[287] developed a spatial-temporal latent factor model
to identify the latent travel patterns and demands of
urban region visitors. Pan et al.[288] used graph attention
network to encode road networks, and RNN to further
embed the temporal sequence of traffics for urban traffic
prediction.
Besides, social media and social networks related to
geo-locations are also explored. Zhang et al.[117]
constructed a heterogeneous network with three types of
nodes, i.e., location, time, and text, from Geo-Tagged
Social Media (GTSM) data. Then they jointly encoded
all spatial, temporal, and textual units into the same
embedding space to capture the correlations for
modeling people’s activities in the urban space. Miura
et al.[186] applied attention mechanism to user mention
network extracted from Twitter to enhance the
performance of geolocation prediction. Yang et al.[116]
characterized a location-based social network,
containing both user mobility data and the
corresponding social network as a hypergraph, where a
friendship is represented by an edge between two user
nodes, and check-in is represented by a hyperedge
among four nodes (a user, an activity type, a timestamp,
and a POI). Network embedding methods are then
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employed for both friendship and location predictions.
For others, Yuan et al.[289] constructed a region
transition network by connecting origin and destination
regions of human mobility, and used the topic model to
learn functional topic distributions for each region.
Wang et al.[290] developed a driving state transition graph
to characterize time-varying driving behaviour sequence,
where nodes denote driving states (e.g., acceleration,
turning right, etc.), and the weights of edges can be the
frequency of state changes or the duration of state
changes between two driving states. Then they
employed a deep autoencoder to transform graphs into
low-dimensional vectors and utilized RNN to
incorporate temporal patterns.
In the domain of economics , a recent work[291]
employed an attributed heterogeneous information
network to characterize the behaviours and relationships
between users, merchants, and devices. Then they used
a fully neural-based model to model the representations
of users for default probability prediction.
In the domain of politics, Stefanov et al.[192] applied
node2vec[34] to a user-to-hashtag graph and a user-tomention graph to learn users’ embeddings, which can
help better predict the stance and political leaning of
Table A1
Domain

Sociology

media. Li and Goldwasser[191] employed GCN[36] to
embed the social information graph, as well as text
features, for identifying the political perspective of news
media.
In the domain of environment , Shang et al.[292]
estimated traffic conditions in a road network by filling
the missing entries in an affinity matrix, where time slot
embeddings, road embeddings, and feature embeddings
are learned by matrix factorization.
In the domain of communications , Tang et al.[210]
aimed to find the most influential users in a network on
a specific topic, and how the influential users connect
with each other. They characterized each user with topic
distributions learned by a topic model, which can be seen
as a non-negative embedding for each user. Distribution
of these applications are listed in Table A1.
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